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This book is dedicated to my beautiful girlfriend, Tara. Without you, there would
never have even been page 1. And to all of you who deal with Fetal Alcohol
everyday, whether you are living with it, or caring for someone living with it.
My hat goes off to you -you have the hardest job in the world.
The information contained in this guide is for informational purposes only.
I am not a Medical Doctor, Psychologist, Psychiatrist, Social Worker or Lawyer. Any legal or parenting advice that I give is my opinion based on my own experience. You
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not be considered average. The material in this guide may include information, products or services by third parties. Third Party Materials comprise of the products and
opinions expressed by their owners. As such, I do not assume responsibility or liability for any Third Party material or opinions.
The publication of such Third Party Materials does not constitute my guarantee of any information, instruction, opinion, products or services contained within the Third
Party Material. The use of recommended Third Party Material does not guarantee any success. Publication of such Third Party Material is simply a recommendation and
an expression of my own opinion of that material. No part of this publication shall be reproduced, transmitted, or sold in whole or in part in any form, without the prior
written consent of the author. All trademarks and registered trademarks appearing in this guide are the property of their respective owners.
Users of this guide are advised to do their own due diligence when it comes to making decisions and all information, products, services that have been provided should
be independently verified by your own qualified professionals. By reading this guide, you agree that myself and my company are not responsible for the success or failure of your decisions relating to any information presented in this guide. © 2012 Noble Initiatives. All Rights Reserved.

Making Sense of the
FASD has changed my life.
You are probably reading this E-Book because we connected somehow through my website, Facebook page or it’s been passed on to you by a
family member of friend. Either way, I’m really glad you are here. I’m a pretty excited guy by nature, but I am most excited to share with you
everything I know about Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD). I really believe this information will help you have more good days then bad.
And man oh man, I had my share of bad days when I too, was a primary caregiver. In fact, as a foster parent I was fed-up, overweight and
massively overwhelmed. If I didn’t get answers soon, I was going to have to quit and carry the shame and guilt of letting myself down, but more
importantly, failing a young man who would be off to yet another placement.
Deep down inside I knew there had to be another way…and I was right. I had been to trainings in the past and read a bunch of stuff online, but I
often found the information to confusing and full of information that only doctors would understand. It wasn’t until I went to a training by Donna
Debolt, did I have my Aha! moment and quickly began using what I learned to create many successful living environments for people living with
FASD. In fact, it has become my passion and mission to help people realize these kids aren’t bad – they are just misunderstood. And I want to
help you understand.
I wrote this guide in hopes it would do just that - GUIDE you. I hope it gives you some idea on what to do next. You are the expert on your kids. I
am merely here to share my testimony with you about what I lived through and what I learnt about. I really do believe this is the hardest
disability to deal with. My goal is that you come out the other end with a better idea of what folks living with FASD are going through and why
they act the way they do. I want to help you try and make sense of the madness that is Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder. It is not only until we
truly understand, can we then make successful accommodations.
If this E-Book helps just one person, then it is worth all the negatives I had to go through to get it published.
Just remember you are strong, you can do this!

Join the conversation! You can find me on Twitter @jeffjnoble or
on my Facebook Page. If you prefer email, write to
jeff@fasdforever.com. Looking forward to hearing from you!
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to 9 months. What this means is, that there is no
safe amount of alcohol to drink while someone is
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder, or
pregnant. Anyone who says otherwise is wrong. I
say this, because it is SCIENCE. The Surgeon GenFASD, is an umbrella term that describes the range of effects that may eral also maintains that “there is no safe amount
occur to an individual whose mother of alcohol, or a level of alcohol below which there
drank alcohol during her pregnancy. are no effects. Between 50%-70% of all pregnancies are unplanned, and social drinking prior to
These effects may include physical,
knowledge of pregnancy is common (Riley, 2003).
mental, behavioral, and/or learning The point of this E-Book however, is not to convince
disabilities with possible lifelong im- you that Fetal Alcohol exists, but rather to help you
plications. Some babies are born with as a caregiver, to make sense of this disability.

This is how I remember the difference between the
diagnoses:
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FAS)
All of the face characteristics and all of the brain
damage.

I know we see this definition everywhere, but what pFAS, ARND and SE.
does it even mean? Let’s try and break it down.
FASD is a lifelong, permanent brain based disability. Also referred to as organic brain damage –
meaning it’s natural, it was damaged at birth and
will continue to develop with damage. There is no Alcohol Related
cure. In fact, prenatal exposure to alcohol is linked Neurodevelopmental
Disorder
to 60 health related issues. Read more about that
ARND
here: http://www.faslink.org/ResultsPrenatalAlcohol.htm
This happens when an expecting mother drinks
alcohol anytime during her pregnancy - from day 0 Fetal Alcohol Syndrome

damage. Ninety percent of people living with FASD
are diagnosed with ARND. That’s why it is so hard
to wrap your head around the disability - those
effected don’t often ‘look’ effected.

What Is FASD Anyways?

Partial Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (pFAS)
Some of the facial features and all of the brain
damage. This is what one of my guys was faced
with and at first I thought ‘partial’ meant only a
little bit. Let me remind you - this is not the case.
There is no such thing as a little bit.

severe physical differences and intel- So, is FASD the actual diagnosis?
Alcohol Related Neurodevelopmental
lectual disabilities; others are only
Disorder (ARND)
Nope. Don’t forget - it’s an umbrella term. Howslightly affected (Streissguth, 1997).
ever, there are four commonly used diagnoses: FAS, None of the facial features, but all of the brain

FAS
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Static Encephalopathy
SE

Partial Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome
pFAS

Static Encephalopathy
All of the characteristics of brain damage without
the confirmation of alcohol exposure. Mary Barube
believes that those living with SE “don't have the
capacity to keep moving along” certain milestones
and that “there is actually a threshold where they
don’t move beyond”.
2
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Inferior Auditory Memory
So what happens to them is that when you ask
them to clean their room, take out the garbage
and do their homework, they may only remember
one of those instructions. This will also most
likely stay with them for the duration of their
stay here on earth.

an abstract concept is. These are things that we
can not see, so for example, money is an abstract
Primary characteristics are what comes with the
concept. Not the actual money itself, but the day
package - the direct result of drinking during
to day value – what we get from money. So,
pregnancy. Now, we have to remember that not
that’s why people living with Fetal Alcohol are
every kid is the same or has these same chalhorrible with their money, which makes it hard to
lenges, so I am going to list what I think are the
pay bills when their older.
more common (and challenging) primary characTime is also abstract. For most people, we have a
terises of those with FASD.
Delayed Auditory Processing
sense of the time. We have an internal clock that
Not
only
do
they
have
a
hard
time
with
memory
tells us when to eat, sleep, etc. Folks with FASD
Learning Difficulties
and
remembering
steps,
but
they
also
take
longer
are often missing that cue. That’s why they are
Encarta Dictionary states that the definition of
to
process
what
you
say.
So,
you
may
be
speakoften late. If I told my foster guy to be ready in
‘learning’ is “the acquisition of knowledge and
ing
at
your
normal
pace
but
they
only
hear
every
five minutes, I might as well tell him to be ready
skill”. Because FASD is permanent brain damage,
other
or
every
third
word.
by November, because they have no idea most of
those with FASD, have trouble with learning and
the time.
holding on to the information. We learn, so we Impulsivity
can grow and adapt to our environment, but for This is why so many of these kids are labelled
this group – easier said then done.
ADD or ADHD. Because they don’t have the part in
So, think about this – most people are
their
brain
(or
it
is
damaged)
to
make
them
stop
supposed to make their money last a cerPoor Short Term Memory
Does it seem like the person you know living with and think about what they are doing – the frontal tain amount of time, but how are you exFetal Alcohol forgets appointments or what you lobe. They act first and act questions later. They
pected to do that on your own, when your
are
not
doing
this
on
purpose
this
is
part
of
said, oh, five minutes ago? That’s probably
brain wasn’t built with the tools to do so?
because they have seriously short term memory. their disability.
Please remember, this is not their fault - it’s part Abstract Concepts
Developmental Dysmaturity
of the package. Also, if they are having a tough This one is a biggie. People living with Fetal Alco- People living with FASD often act their shoe size
time as a young person, they will likely have a
hol often can’t see or understand anything that’s not their age. Diane Malbin explains it perfectly –
hard time as an adult too.
not concrete. Which by definition, is exactly what “Dysmaturity is different from immaturity. While

Primary Characteristics
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immaturity suggests the person could function in
a manner compatible with age, dysmaturity
means the person is functioning at a level
younger than their chronological age . So, what
that means is that someone who is 16 years old
may act more like 8 years old and someone who
is 30, may act like they are 15. The point here is
that they are not acting like this on purpose, they
actually can’t function at the level of their chronological age. Does that sound like any of your
guys?
This is also why they often get along with people
younger then them - people who are closer to
their developmental age. You can remember what
developmental age is by asking yourself, ‘how old
do they really act?” It’s stage - not age.

when everyone was doing work and envy them. poor decisions because that part of their brain
Honestly. I wanted so badly to pay attention to was affected by alcohol - the frontal lobe.
Mary Berube says this about judgment,
my work, but be“judgment means you can sort out whether
fore I knew it I was
this was a good idea or a bad
daydreaming about
idea before hand.”
that week’s hockey game
SANITY SAVER
So, if we know now that
or what was going
If you ask people with Fetal
this is what comes with the
to happen on the
Alcohol if they understand, they
package can you see why
next episode of wreswill say ‘yes’. Ask them to
folks with FASD have
tling.
explain and they will get angry.
difficulty in social
In order to learn
-Donna Debolt
situations? Isn’t a large part of
something we
life judging whether things are a
have to pay attention, so it was
good idea or bad idea? I mean,
really hard for me to do both.
even with good judgement we can sometimes
Now, can you imagine what someone
with FASD goes through when they are
trying mess up and make a bad decision. The difference
to learn and they can’t even sit for five minutes is we have the ability to reflect on that decision
Problems with Attention
(and in school they are expected to sit for the du- and know it was a bad one - then go on to say we
As a person living with ADHD, I can tell you from ration of the entire class…Yeah freaking right)? are never, ever going to do that again and for the
first hand experience what this is like. No matter So, because of their inability to pay attention they most part, we don’t.
how hard you try or no matter what you say to
are often diagnosed with ADD, but as we continue
yourself, you just can’t control it. I remember tell- to learn they have a lot more going against them Natural or Logical Consequences
Often times, people living with Fetal Alcohol have
ing myself at the start of a new semester in high then just paying attention.
a very difficult time knowing what will happen
school, ‘Ok Jeff, this is it. You are going to pay
next, so when they do make poor decisions, they
attention and do better in school’. Twenty min- Judgement
utes later I am either standing in the hall or sit- Contrary to popular belief, people with FASD do don’t know that there will be consequences. Even
ting in the principal’s office. I used to sit in class not make poor decisions on purpose. They make when it happens again and again (and again) they

FASDFOREVER.COM
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seem blown away by what always happens next - We try and modify that behaviour or teach them a
like it was the first time they did it.
lesson by:
So, a logical consequence would be if I don’t save �� grounding
my money I can’t pay my rent, and if I can’t pay �� lecturing
��
yelling
my rent, I will get kicked out. The person with
FASD can not understand that they will likely lose �� giving them extra work
their housing, which is an actual truth for many �� time outs
��
loss of privileges (which means taking away
folks.
things that they actually enjoy in hopes of
So, I think you are probably starting to understand
teaching them a lesson)
why some of our folks act the way they do. And �� more chores
why they can easily get into trouble at home,
��
peer pressure
work, school and even with the justice system.
We expect them to behave a certain way, yet they And hey, when those don’t work we tend to step it
really don’t have the tools required. And when we up a bit by:
��
shaming them (What’s wrong with you? How
get frustrated as caregivers, we assume that
can someone act like this?)
these kids are being called what Dan Dubovsky
��
isolate them
calls NURMU® .
��
physically abuse them
Non-compliant Uncooperative Resistant
��
suspend them or even expel them
Manipulative Unmotivated
Without understanding that their
behaviour is a result of their
organic brain damage, we as
caregivers try and change the
behaviour the way our parents, teachers, family members
and society have done for years.
FASDFOREVER.COM
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send them to jail
And at the end of the day, when all of those
things don’t work we throw our hands in the air
and say they are just ‘bad’ people.
So, let’s imagine how it must feel to be in trouble
everyday for things you can’t control, but everyone thinks you can, and you are just choosing not
to. And the worst - you aren’t able to defend
yourself because you don’t have the skills to do
so.

��

How frustrating would it be if every time you
looked into someone’s eyes all you seen back was
that ‘look’ of disappointment? Even though you
tried so, so, so hard to do well and all you wanted
to do was to have people be proud of you.
What happens when you get so frustrated with a
problem and everyone around you seems to be
‘getting it’, but you just can’t figure it out? What
happens when you try to do something
for what feels like one thousand times and fail one
thousand times and get one
thousand reminders of that
failure?
You experience, what is referred
to as a secondary characteristic.

5
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Mental Health
Secondary Characteristics are a result of chronic Diagnosis
In a study by Streissguth, it was established that
frustration, trauma and failure that happens
90% of people living with FASD have mental
again and again and again. For the most part,
health problems
these behaviours are a normal protective reoften diagnosed with anxiety, depression and/or
sponse to the massive amount of pain people
living with FASD face everyday. It’s also been de- PTSD. In fact, a few videos I watched more rescribed by Diane Malbin as a, “poor fit between cently mentioned that some are beginning to bethe needs of the person and their environment”. lieve that since it is such a high percentage that a
Basically, they are tired of trying because they mental health diagnosis may be a primary characteristic.
are sick of failing.
If you can remember anything about secondary Easily Frustrated
characteristics, remember this - they can be preAn everyday annoyance may seem like the end
vented. Secondary characteristics develop over
of the world to those with FASD. Often times
time because these
when you try and help, it only sets them off
folks become frusfurther which could lead to one hot
trated, sad and quite simmess.
ply, pissed off because
SANITY SAVER
Aggressive
FASD is like an iceberg;
they don’t know
Like in-your-face aggressive or
most of the problems are
what’s wrong and either
even physically aggressive.
hidden from view.
does anyone else. There
are many secondary
Anxious
characteristics that people with
I know of one young man that was so
FASD are affected by, here are a
anxious that the only thing he could tolerate
few of the more common and challengbesides his house was a ride in the car. I had
ing that you will likely see:
made attempts to have him enter a public place

Secondary Characteristics
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and forget about it! If you have ever had an
anxiety attack you know how much they suck and
sometimes seem like it is the end of the world.
Well this is sometimes a daily reality for folks
with FASD.
Quick to Fatigue
Because these kids are 10 second kids in a 1 second world and they often have difficulties with
sleep, they can get tired really quick. We get
cranky and irritable when we are tired, well so do
they - it just happens a lot faster and a heck of a
lot more often.
Poor Scholastic Performance
They are horrible in school. It’s a sad reality, but
it is a reality. Multitasking is not one of their
best skills, so listening, writing, staying still, and
being mindful of the time in a place where they
are probably feeling overly stimulated, is likely a
recipe for disaster.
Over or Under Active
It can look a stray bullet bouncing around a room
like you see in the movies or the exact opposite saying nothing and do nothing and no matter
what you say or say you are going to do, it does
not matter! They just shut you off. This could

6
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probably make you so frustrated you could
scream or cry or both. I know! Been there.

Tertiary Characteristics
Tertiary Characteristics happen when those with
FASD fall through the cracks – when all of their
supports give up and everything starts to fall
apart around them.
These include:
��
constantly in trouble at home, school or in
the community
��
constantly running away from home/
placements – often referred to as awoling
��
females are at a higher risk of unplanned
pregnancies
��
in and out of custody
��
homelessness
��
substance use/abuse
��
gangs

putting a lot of emphasis explaining the connection between alcohol exposure in utero and the
brain, however what a lot of people forget or
don’t know is that alcohol not only attacks the
brain, but the central nervous system (CNS) as
well. The effect of alcohol on the CNS causes people living with Fetal Alcohol all kinds of trouble.
Our central nervous system takes in information
through our senses - touch, smell, hearing, seeing
and taste - and organizes them in the brain.

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6

Jeff Noble

Put on your favourite wool sweater
Turn up your room temp up 30c
Sit on the hardest chair you
have in the house
Turn your radio up a little too loud
Have someone stand across the
room preferably under a bright light
Have that someone read from a
text book
Sit there for 60 minutes
Have the person at the front of the
room give you looks and constantly
ask you to sit quiet

Most of us do not need to worry about that because our brain filters the information on its own. Step 7
If by chance our brain can’t sort out the various
Bonus
senses, it will get overwhelmed and give us a cue.
From there, we can make adjustments to the environment. For example, if you walk into a room
and the lights are too bright, what do you do? You
turn the light off or down. What happens if the
room is too hot? You can go and adjust the ther- What did you think about that? If you had a hard
I think we can agree, tertiary characteristics are mostat. TV too loud? You get yelled at by your
time with that, it’s because your senses were
basically every parent’s worst nightmare that just partner to turn it down (Or is that just me?)
overloaded causing you to become overwhelmed
doesn’t seem to end.
which almost always turns into anger and then
Now - if you want to do an experiment at home to the grand finale, a meltdown.
see what if feels like to be someone living with
CNS and Sensory Issues
this disability here is how you do it.
I remember when one of my guys was not having
Ok. So far so good, right? I realize I have been
a particularly good day in school and on the way
FASDFOREVER.COM
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home I had asked him if anything was too bright
or too loud. He had said he started to get frustrated during group work because “EVERYBODY
WAS MAKING @#$%ING NOISE!” I then asked
him to tell me what it feels like and he said,
“It feels like I am playing Guitar Hero on Expert
and the notes are
coming at me
sooooo fast”

Jeff Noble

they get older. I can remember Donna bringing
this up over and over again when sitting in on her
consultations. Everybody assumes that if you
have a high enough IQ then you must be smart
enough to complete the tasks expected of you.
Well, that’s not always the case. Your IQ is what
you know and your executive functioning is what
you do with it. So, it’s one thing to know something and it’s another thing to do something with
that knowledge. Let’s take a look at what’s inSo, as caregivers it’s important to keep
this in mind - that it is both the volved in executive functioning.
brain and the body that
SANITY SAVER
People living with Fetal
Your executive functioning is controlled by the
are damaged by alcohol.
Alcohol need an aid to daily
frontal lobe of your brain. I’ve heard executive
living. They need the world
functioning described as a conductor in an orchesexplained to them and them
Executive Functioning tra or the traffic cop of the brain. Executive funcexplained to the world.
This is when things started tioning is responsible for a number of very im- Social Worker
portant day to day tasks. If someone has poor
to turn around for me.
This is where I really started to under- executive functioning, which those with FASD do, a
simple task turns into a real hot mess.
stand what this disability was all

People living with Fetal
Alcohol may
be Hyper
Sensative, which
means they are super duper
sensitive.
Even the slightest touch
on their skin might feel
like a slap. I know a lot
of folks who had to have tags
removed from their clothes because they bugged him so much. On the other
hand, some people are what’s called, Hypo Sensitive, which means they have a difficult time
feeling anything at all.

FASDFOREVER.COM

I’ll never forget when I first saw my foster guy
wear shorts in the Winter!!! I couldn’t believe it.
When I first seen this I thought, ‘Honestly?!’ But,
he swore up and down that he wasn’t cold. Another young man I know would squeeze his game
controller so hard you could see white knuckles.
He told me he couldn’t feel the controller.

about. I can’t remember if it was one
of her trainings, classes, consultations or conversations, but I’ll never forget when Donna Debolt
said this - “If you have good executive functioning
that means you’re a good grown up.” People living with Fetal Alcohol have poor executive functioning and that’s what gets them into trouble as

Planning and Organizing
For most of us, we have the ability to plan and
structure most of our day. First we have to make
the plans and then we have to pull it together to
make sure it happens. Remember elementary
school? Teachers generally planned everything –
from when to eat, when to go out, when to speak,
8
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when to listen, when to pee, etc. But what happens as these elementary students turn into middle school students and high school students?
Teachers and supports around them do less planning and organizing for the students because they
are expected to be able to carry out tasks and
instructions on their own. Well, if a person’s ability to plan and organize is blunted, it is going to
make navigating through life a really tough experience. So, imagine what it feels like to have
everyone telling you that you can do something
and that you must be lazy if you are not.
Getting Things Started (Initiating)
That’s why they talk about doing a lot of things,
but never do. For example, how many times have
you heard, ‘I’m moving out’ or ‘I’m getting my
license’. They know what they want, but just
CAN’T get started.
Following Through
This is when they say they are going to do something but are unable to do it. I learned very early
on to not make plans with my guy and expect him
to remember and follow through, because it just
wouldn’t happen. But, often folks get into trouble
because it seems like they are doing it on purpose
(not following though) when in fact, they forgot or
FASDFOREVER.COM
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were unable to follow through.

something for the hundredth time and you are so
mad but you are able to talk yourself out of a
Regulating Emotion
brain haemorrhage with a little self talk. Like
Regulating your emotion means you are able to this - ‘Calm down Jeff…it’s not his fault, he didn’t
tolerate frustrations and it gives you the ability to mean to do that. It’s not the end of the world.’ If
think before acting or speaking. I bet there are we didn’t have that ability to self talk to calm ourdays where all you do is tolerate people (and
selves down, we would just blow our tops off all
their silly ideas) and the reason you don’t freak the time. People living with FASD may not have
out and speak your mind is your ability to self
this skill and because of that, it can seem like
regulate. People living with Fetal Alcohol in some they can go from 0 to 60 super fast.
cases, do not. So, that’s why they say what they
want to say when they want to say it.
Managing and Setting Goals
Executive functioning also controls our internal We all know in order to be successful you have to
dialogue as well. You know when your guys do set goals. Then when you are done setting the

People living with FASD act first, then process the information later.
The brain of someone with FASD is usually ten minutes behind everything else.
By the time they realize what they have done, it's too late.
That's impulsivity...and not their fault.

9
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goals the next step is to manage the goals
through measuring progress and revaluating.
That takes significant functioning to do that. People living with this disability often can’t do this.
This inability will often get them into trouble and
is also extremely frustrating for these guys to
have to go through.
Ability to Shift or Adjust your Thinking
We do this one without thinking. We are able to
move from one situation, activity or problem with
little effort. Some of my guys just couldn’t shift
from one problem to the next. For example, I remember when one of my guys wanted to do
something and there was NO WAY and I mean NO
WAY it could happen. He just wasn’t able to shift
or transition to another topic - he couldn’t let go
or move on from what he wanted to do, even
though there was no way it could happen. This is
also referred to as perseveration. Another guy
had the toughest time moving onto dinner, even
when it was ready, smelling delicious and on the
dinner table. It was always the same – he would
be watching TV or participating in some sort of
activity, everyone would run when the sweet
chime of ‘dinner’s ready’, but not this guy. It wasn’t because he was being defiant he just needed
help shifting from one activity to the next.
FASDFOREVER.COM

Stopping or Inhibiting
We have all been victims of an impulse purchase
or made a decision a little too quickly. We have
all had moments where at the time something
seems like a good idea (or better yet when we are
mad there are things we would like to do to people) however, we have the ability to not act on
every little impulse. Life is full of those moments
when we need to ‘hit the brakes’.

Jeff Noble

People living with Fetal Alcohol don’t have any
‘breaks’ and that causes all kinds of problems.
Sometimes my guy would do something and later
on, when we would debrief, he would say he just
didn’t know why he did things he literally did just
moments before. What they need is to always
have someone in the passenger seat with them like a driving instructor that also has a break on
their side.
So, ask yourself does IQ matter? You could the
have the highest IQ in the world but nothing can
be done with it if you don’t have good executive
functioning. People with Fetal Alcohol have horrible executive functioning.
Think about where that leaves them when they
reach adulthood and are expected to maintain
housing and employment. And this will hopefully
give you a better idea as to why many adults with
FASD are either homeless, unemployed or both.
I know this may look like I am painting a bleak
picture…and in a way I am. I need people to understand that people with this disability are often
a lot less capable in some area’s then we think,
even though they look and sound so ‘with it’
sometimes.

10
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ongoing challenge. So, why exactly do we call what
we are experiencing grief and loss? Well, being
the caregiver of someone with irreversible organic
A great teacher, Donna Debolt,
brain damage forces you to shift your thinking,
once said, “we have to give up
what we thought it was going to be change your old methods, parenting techniques
and approach – the act of grieving what you
like and take on what it really is”.
‘thought’ raising your child was going to be like.
You will have to develop new ideas, parenting
Grief & Loss
strategies and hopes and dreams. Your ability to
It is assumed that we only experience grief and accept these differences and new challenges will
loss when we lose a loved one or a treasured pet, allow you to move on and truly enjoy your loved
however a very key step in becoming an equipped one.
FASD caregiver is accepting and being a part of the In Dan Dubovsky’s video, he discusses family and
loss. I think he’s bang on, do you?
process of grief and loss. Embracing grief and
loss is one of the most crucial elements in becoming a successful caregiver and sadly, it is often the Loss of Hopes and Dreams
most overlooked and under serviced area of FASD Everyone has hopes and dreams. As humans, we
have aspirations to succeed and this is true for
care giving.
caregivers as well – whether you are an adoptive
parent, foster parent, family member, etc. Before
Let’s face it – this is not what you had in mind.
But, wait! There is hope! I’m going to share with you became a caregiver I bet you pictured someyou what I have both lived and learned about grief thing very different - Easier? Less frustrating?
and loss, because one thing I know for sure is, if More sleep? When what we thought was going to
we aren’t able to deal with the matter, we will not happen, doesn’t happen, and hopes and dreams of
caregivers aren’t met - that’s a loss. Is this true
be able to move forward.
for you? Does it make you angry or sad when you
Caregivers like you experience more loss then
most families and unfortunately, it will likely be an see that things aren’t turning out the way that you

A New Way of Thinking
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would have liked
them to? If this
has been your experience, don’t
worry, you are not
alone.
Loss of Family
and Social Support
Friends don’t come over nearly as much, if they
even come over at all. They don’t want to hear
about what is ‘really’ going on. Some of you may
not have as much family support as your child
grows older and their behaviours continue to escalate. Even worse, it’s difficult to share your true
feelings in fear of sounding looking like a bad
caregiver. That’s a huge loss and it is certainly ok
to think about and even be sad about.
Siblings
They wanted a sibling to play and share experiences with - now they have to deal with the behaviours and may possibly have to take care of the
disabled child when they are older. They may become resentful towards the person with FASD if
they do not understand that the behaviours and
outbursts are not the fault of the person with FASD.
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Loss of Financial Means
There is a reason they call people living with FASD
million dollar babies. They are expensive because
they demand so many resources and you will
likely experience financial loss, inability to save
any money and in most cases, money is super
tight to begin with. That’s a loss – does it make
you mad? Or maybe even resentful?

Jeff Noble

Loss of Ability to Revel
One of the best parts of being a parent are the
times you get to revel and enjoy the accomplishments of your child. I don’t have any biological
children but I still do understand what that means.
There is nothing better than basking in what your
loved one has accomplished. Not being able to do
that is a loss. And one that is really tough to embrace.

issue - seems like you can’t win sometimes.
That’s a loss. Everyone, and I mean everyone,
wants to seem competent. So, when your looked
at like your not doing a good job it hurts your self
esteem and competence.
I don’t remember where I heard this from - I
think it was from a caregiver, and she said that it
feels like your going to get fired every day. That’s
a loss, and not to mention a terrible feeling.

Loss of Self Esteem and Competence
Whether you are a foster parent or a biological
parent, how good you are as a parent is reflected
in how good your kids are. So, if your kid is constantly misbehaving you are likely seen as a ‘bad
parent’. I can remember my parents watching the
news when I was younger and hearing the latest
When I was a foster parent, my
news reports about some crime committed by a
relationship with Tara was definitely at
younger person, they would say, “What’s wrong
odds. If I wasn’t arguing with Tara I was
with those parents? That boy needs a good, swift
arguing with our foster kid because he
kick in the behind. That’s all they need”.
needed that much attention.
I believe what really happens is that parents like
yourself are doing your very best and the person
living with FASD is still acting up. But people will
There is very little time to put energy into your continue to point the finger at you as part of the
relationship with your partner, so they often fail. problem. The same thing happens with profesThat’s why there is such a high divorce rate among sionals. Some of them will talk nice to you, but
when you leave they still think you are part of the
couples raising someone with a disability.

It happened to me when I was having a particularly hard time with one of my guys. No matter
what I did he was still getting into trouble at
home and in the community he was totally out of
control. By this time I thought I had a particularly
good knack for dealing with these kids and more
importantly stabilizing them – but no matter how
hard I tried, he just didn’t seem to get better.
I had to write a bunch of incident reports to my
agency which turned into a bunch of meetings. I
knew they looked at me as part of the problem.
My stomach was in serious knots all the time!
I had lost all my confidence as a caregiver and
most times, I’m a pretty confident guy. My self
esteem was in the dumps and it felt horrible to be
looked at like I wasn’t good enough. That was a
loss that I had experienced and it was not fun.

Loss of Companionship
You lose the connection with your partner because
you are focused on the current disaster or you are
constantly waiting for the next one. If you are not
arguing about money, you might be arguing about
what to do next. I know – I’ve been there.

FASDFOREVER.COM
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So, now it is your turn. I want you to do What feelings do you have about your family’s
What is raising your child really like?
an exercise that will help you with the
loss?
_______________________
process of Grief and Loss. Write down all _______________________ _______________________
of the ‘losses’ that you experience as an _______________________
_______________________
FASD caregiver. The reason I am asking
you to do this is because we have to rec- _______________________ _______________________
ognize what our losses are before we can _______________________ _______________________
move on from them. Dan Debovsky says _______________________ _______________________
that if we don’t acknowledge the loss, we _______________________
_______________________
will hold on to it and because of that, we
will never be able to move on. We will al- _______________________ _______________________
ways be living in a state of loss. Are you _______________________ _______________________
not tired of living like that?
_______________________ _______________________
What did you think it was going to be like raising
What are the ‘losses’ that you and your family
your child?
have experienced?
_______________________

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
FASDFOREVER.COM

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
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Now, I’m not trying to be a Debbie Downer, but
if we’re looking at the losses that
we
face, we must also
recognize that those
with FASD
experience
SANITY SAVER
Changing the behaviours
loss as well. They
is not the focus may not be
able to expreventing them is.
plain to you what
- Donna Debolt
they are feeling,
but you will likely see
their feelings through
their actions.
Hopes and Dreams
Just like us, people living with FASD have hopes
and dreams, too. They get sad when their hopes
and dreams aren’t being realized; and often other
people will tell someone with FASD that they can’t
do things. I’ve heard it with my own ears. We
have to make sure we are doing our best to nurture their dreams, even if some of their expectations may seem above their capacities. For example, if they say they want to be a doctor, don’t tell
them they can’t be a doctor. To them, working at a
hospital might be just as good as being a doctor.
In some way, this is still helping them realize
FASDFOREVER.COM

there dream. And at the very least, we want them
to feel supported and like their dreams are important too. Who wants to feel like they have limited
possibilities for their future? NO ONE. Including
these guys.
Loss of Milestones
Don’t think for one second that they don’t
see what other kids are doing at their age.
Because of their developmental delays,
they are unable to hit many milestones
at the same time as their peers and guess
what? That’s a loss.
One of my guys used to ask me why he
hadn’t graduated high school yet like other people. Or why didn’t he have a car like other people
his age? My natural tendency would have been to
blow it off and say something like, ‘oh no, you’re
on your way too, buddy’ in hopes of blowing off a
possible freak out. But, after watching Dan
Dubovsky’s video where he said that it was ok to
recognize their losses with them and that it was
ok to talk about it, my new approach was to acknowledge his feelings and ask him more questions. But, what did he say after I asked him what
his thoughts were? Something along the lines of,
‘ya, I don’t think that’s fair, but that’s ok. I am going to get my license for monster truck’s first’.

Jeff Noble

Seriously.
Loss of Family Stability
For some of these kids they have been through so
many placements they feel a loss of stability.
Imagine how you would feel if you have had to
live with dozens of other families only to get
kicked out for behaviours that are out of your
control. Ouch. Believe it or not, I have met kids
who have been in more than fifty placements!
Try to see it this way - look beyond the behaviours as bad and start looking at the behaviours
as losses. Here is a good example about an
amazing young man I have had the pleasure of
spending a lot of time with. He has an IQ of 52,
which is pretty low. His sister lives in a very rural
community in Northern Ontario. She comes for
visits a few times a year around the holidays at
which time she is accompanied by her social
worker. Although the visits have always been
positive, after she leaves, about a day later, his
behaviour changes. Because he wasn’t able to
process his feelings of sadness and loneliness, he
acted out. After talking to him about this, we realized he was experiencing the loss of his family
member and also experiencing memories of
where he also once lived with his sister.
I know another young lady that always acted out
15
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more then usual around the same time every August. She would act more moody, less compliant
and she would get into trouble in the community.
People were focusing on her behaviour and not
looking at the big picture. What could she be acting out for? What is she trying to say? We found
out later on that her father’s birthday was around
the same time. Coincidence? I didn’t think so.

good days then bad.

Paradigm Shift

Things won’t change for someone living with Fetal
Alcohol until we change the way we think. Hopefully by now you have a better understanding of
what FASD is and what causes these guys to act
the way they do. I also hope that you have begun
to seriously see this as a time to grieve about it
What do we do about it and how do we
since you have to begin taking on what it really is.
move on?
A part of doing so, is to shift your thinking from
Here’s what needs to happen in order to let go
and move on from these losses. We need to talk thinking that someone with FASD is doing things
about the reality of the losses and accept them as on purpose, that they are bad and don’t care
such. Recognize that these are real and painful.
Really recognize that your loved one won’t be doing things at the same time as their peers. Come
to realize that, you might not have financial security like other families do. So, if you are a family
or are working with a family, it’s really important
to remember to recognize how much pain that
causes so again we can believe it and move on.
Because only when that happens we can address
the issues and take the time to regroup and reorganize. When this happens, you will start to notice a change in direction of how you handle your
loved one and what your expectations of their
goals are, which over time, will bring you more
FASDFOREVER.COM
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about anything. That really is the farthest from
the truth. People living with this disability want a
normal life, just like you and me - the problem is
that they were not born with the tools to allow
them to do it unsupported.
The real magic happens when we shift our thinking from they WON’T do something to they CAN’T
do something. I know that even when we do this,
it’s still so hard not to take it personal. I assure
you this is nothing personal and that their behaviour is brain based not character based.
If you’re having a hard time wrapping your head
around this one, I get it.
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The Paradigm Shift (shifting your thinking) really is one of the hardest lessons you will learn as an FASD caregiver. Diane Malbin explains it
nicely with the following diagram. Check it out. Print it out and put it somewhere where you can see it everyday. It will really help when you
feel like you are about to lose your marbles.
Diane Malbin says, “As our understanding of the meaning ‘organic brain differences’ is integrated into every life, at home and in the community,
parents and caregivers undergo a personal and professional paradigm shift in how they understand and feel about children with FASD. This shift
includes moving from:

From seeing person with FASD as:
Won’t
Bad
Lazy
Lies
Doesn’t Try
Mean
Doesn’t care; shut down
Refuses to sit still
Fussy, demanding
Resisting
Trying to make me mad
Trying to get attention
Acting younger
Thief
Inappropriate
Not trying to get the obvious

FASDFOREVER.COM

To understand person with FASD as one who:
Can’t
Frustrated, defended, challenged
Tries hard
Confabulates; fills in
Tired of failing; exhausted or can’t start
Defensive, hurt, abused
Can’t identify or show feelings
Overstimulated
Oversensitive
Doesn’t “get it”
Can’t remember
Needs contact, support
Is developmentally younger
Doesn’t understand ownership
May not understand proprieties
Needs to be retaught many times
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Once I was able to get a grasp on this, my whole
world changed. Not only was I starting to look at
my foster kid differently, I started to see everyone differently. I also began to feel guilty because
I realized my expectations of him where unrealistic. I assumed just because he looked like he was
fifteen and sounded fifteen, that he was capable.

Don’t get me wrong, it takes a long time to be
able to do this automatically, but the fact that
you’re even open to the idea that these kids
aren’t bad they are just incredibly damaged and
misunderstood puts you ahead of the game.
But, don’t forget to keep this page handy, because
it’s easy to slip back into old habits and find
yourself frustrated all over again. Especially
when you find yourself looking at someone who
is a specific age and isn’t able to live up to the
standards, even though sometimes they do.

Creating New Hopes and Dreams
Everything is not lost. Once we get a better understanding that this disability is permanent brain
damage and that these folks’ fu
tures may not look like we had first thought or
planned, certainly does not mean that they can’t
have one. Quite the opposite. I have seen people
in this population be very successful - we just
have to change our definition of success.
Remember - in order to create new hopes and
dreams we must let go of the past. We have to do
our best to realize that none of this was anyone’s
fault. This includes your loved one for being born
this way and for everyone else who doesn’t really
understand about the situation.
FASDFOREVER.COM
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Just because someone living with Fetal
Alcohol can’t be an Astronaut doesn’t mean
they can’t work for NASA.
Just because your kid will never become a
doctor doesn’t mean he will never be able to
work at a hospital.
Just because your kid will never play in the
‘big leagues’ doesn’t mean they won’t be able
to work in professional sports.
Just because someone living with Fetal
Alcohol may never get married they can still
find love.
Start thinking it’s possible.
The agency I worked at would get the worst of the
worst. Kids who had been kicked out of every
group home and agency in the province it seemed
like. Often times they were being placed with my
agency or headed to jail. My point is, that we
have been able to turn some of these really
crappy situations around. It’s possible. We have
to be able to help these folks create new hopes
and dreams, and in doing so, we must also create
new hopes and dreams for ourselves and our
families.
18
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Knowing what you know now about FASD What are YOUR new hopes and dreams?
and everything that goes along with it
_______________________
what would some new hopes and dreams _______________________
be for your FAMILY?

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
FASDFOREVER.COM

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

The brain of someone living with Fetal
Alcohol is like that light bulb in your
house with a short in it. Sometimes it
works perfectly and shines all day,
other days it flickers on and off. Then
there are those days when no matter
what you do the light is not coming on.
Realizing this will allow you to react
with appropriate interventions and
save you a boat load of stress.
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Your ‘A’ Game

Knowing When and Why
You Are Burnt Out
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You’re #1!
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Your ‘A’ Game
Being a caregiver to someone with
FASD is like sitting in the back seat.
You are always, always and always putting other people first. Well, the truth
of it is, you have to put yourself first.
So, move over and get behind the steering wheel!
I can say without a doubt caring for someone living with Fetal Alcohol was the most difficult thing I
have ever done in my entire life. PERIOD! It is the
most lonely and emotionally exhausting task I
have ever undertaken. Not to mention, it’s a job
that everyone else thinks your horrible at, people
often reflect your parenting skills based on your
child’s bad behaviours and you probably feel alone
most of the time. Well, it’s no wonder you forget
to take care of yourself. But, I’m here to remind
you that be a kick ass caregiver, you have to put
yourself first, too.
By the time I was done foster parenting I was
about 40 lbs overweight and had an issue with
anxiety. The mere thought of having to deal with
my guy would leave me with knots in my stomach

FASDFOREVER.COM
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- not because I hated the guy but the fact that he
required so much care and sometimes I just didn’t
have the energy to invest that he required. You
know as well as I do, that if you don’t have enough
energy that might be the difference between a
SANITY SAVER
good day and a really crappy one.
Despite what people may say,
Being a caregiver to someone with this disability is
you are not enabling people
so hard. I have known some caregivers who
living with Fetal Alcohol, you are
suffer from severe depression and post trauaccommodating their disability.
matic stress disorder. Yikes!!
- Donna Debolt
I also remember being in a state of confusion from
time to time. I was always second guessing myself. It was so hard to know if his behaviours were
a result of his FASD or was he just being a brat?
The truth is, it was like I was just barely keeping
my head above water - until I learned through
remember as my experience has been very well
trainings, conferences and a bunch of different
video’s that what I was feeling was super typical. documented. It wasn’t until my foster kids adoptive Mom mentioned something to me that made
me realize that I was, done like dinner. His mom
Knowing When and Why You are
had a very big part in his life, which was awesome
Burnt Out
for us because she would take him every second
This is the key to your personal resurrection. I
weekend, which gave me some relief. She is an
have been burnt out twice during my time as a pri- incredibly strong woman and a big reason why I
mary caregiver. Once with my foster guy and the started this endeavour in the first place.
other not too recently during this past summer. If I will always remember when she looked at me
you subscribe to my newsletter’s you may
and said, “I know that face, Jeff - You are burnt
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out.” Of course I said ‘no’. I wasn’t going to admit
it. But, I knew she was right. I was suffering from
compassion fatigue. I sank into my chair and
started to cry. And that’s when I stopped being in
denial.

“flare”
Let’s start off with Diane Malbin’s explanation �� relationship/communication/sexual/intimacy
“people with FASD and their families and parents,
problems
as well as the professionals who work with them,
�� denial, other defences (e.g. under- or overoften experience the effects of burnout.. Chronic
sleeping)
failures associated with the discrepancy between
�� diminished sense of self esteem
the perceived ability of the individuals living with
In her book, Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders: A �� paranoia, disorientation, physical complaints
FASD and their actual ability or performance creCollection of Information for Parents and Profes- �� depression, denial of feelings, gradual reduction ates burnout. Becoming burned out is a process.
sionals, Diane Malbin lists some of the characteris- of outside interests
Recovering emotional resiliency takes time”.
tics of caregiver burnout.
Let me show you what the difference between
So, if you can identify with some or all of these
Do you experience any of these? I bet you do.
characteristics, let’s take a look at maybe why this what our expectations are of someone with FASD
�� gradual onset
and what their performance/ability/outcomes
has happened.
�� self depletion
really look’s like �� exhaustion of one’s physical and mental
resources
�� wearing oneself out be excessively striving to
reach some unrealistic expectation imposed by
one’s self or by others
�� discrepancy between intellect and emotion
Our Expectations
�� prolonged discomfort, including anger and fear
�� continuing to strive to reach unrealistic expectations without articulating or modifying these expectations
�� overworking, taking work home
�� increased frustration, decreased tolerance
�� preoccupation, detachment, boredom, cynicism,
Performance/Ability/Outcomes of Person with FASD
�� feeling unappreciated: anger and resentments
Adapted from Diane Malbin

FASDFOREVER.COM
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Now, let’s break that down a little further. Our ex- WHO WOULDN’T GO CRAZY!?
pectations of our guys are too high. Burnout hapIt’s really difficult as a caregiver to want so badly
pens over time.
for your child to succeed, but when they don’t and
they crash, we take it personally or we get angry
because we think they did it on purpose.
The truth is, your loved one who is living with FASD
will crash again. But, what you must remember is
that the more you learn about FASD, your ongoing
commitment to your health and practicing good
We don’t experience burn out because those interventions, the more likely it is that you will
see compliant behaviours which results in better
with FASD couldn’t perform what we expect
days for you and your family. At the end of the
just once – we experience burnout from
day, that’s what you want – more good days then
feeling let down and disappointed by them
bad.
over and over again.
Alright. That’s it then. Let’s move from the back
seat to the front.

Jeff Noble

hols is like that light bulb in your house with a
short in it. Sometimes it works perfectly and
shines all day other days it flickers on and off.
Then there are those days when no matter what
you do, the light is not coming on. Realizing this
will allow you to react with appropriate interventions and save you a boat load of stress.
Knowing your Triggers
We have to know and recognize what pisses us off,
what our pet peeves are. If we can figure that out,
then we can identify when someone squeezes the
trigger. It will help us to understand that we are
not really mad at the person living with Fetal Alcohol, but instead, they just hit one of our triggers.
Knowing this, we can rebound from the situation a
lot quicker and not have a bigger problem.

You’re #1!

Pick your Battles!
Yes, you are! And you have to be at your best when AKA Don’t Sweat the Small Stuff
This is one lesson that has really helped me. If
dealing and living with someone who has FASD.
The big kicker here and what tends to drive us
Here are the strategies that I have used to keep there is one thing that I know about people living
batty, is that sometimes they meet or even surmy spirits up, my confidence high and keep away with Fetal Alcohol is that you can’t convince them
pass our expectations, so we think they get it and burn out.
their thinking is off, because their thinking is off.
that they have learned the new skill or ability, and
So, when any of my guys ask me to do anything, I
then we expect that they will be able to do it over Change your Expectations
ask myself – ‘will this hurt them, me or anybody
The brain of a person who is living with Fetal Alco- else?’ If no, then ‘no worries’. Remember, they
and over again.

FASDFOREVER.COM
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live in the present and can’t see some of the consequences that may lie ahead. This is why some
of their questions seem bizarre to us. These guys
just can’t anticipate anything going wrong with
their plans. So, if their request is something that I
would like to disagree with, I would negotiate the
outcome that I wanted for this particular request.
That way, they still get a little bit of what they
want and you can avoid a possible meltdown by
having to say no. And, of course, redirect them
after that and move on!
Take Time to Nurture your Other
Relationships
Since these guys do take up so much time and
emotion, make sure you find the opportunity to
spend quality time with your other kids and your
partner. This is a must. As we know, spending
quality time with your family will recharge your
batteries and will give you a chance to distress
about issues occurring in your home. It’s ok to
have some time with your family without the person living with Fetal Alcohol. It’s respite and it’s
encouraged.

FASDFOREVER.COM

Vent
Things can get pretty frustrating caring for someone with FASD and keeping your frustrations bottled up inside is not good for anyone. What happens is, even though you are not saying your frustrated you will certainly have a frustrated energy
about you, which people living with Fetal Alcohol
can pick up on.

Jeff Noble

Having someone you can vent to will be very helpful. But remind that person that you are just wanting to vent and not necessarily looking for answers. The last thing you want when you are trying to deal with a bad day is someone telling you
what you ‘should’ have done. If you don’t have
someone that can provide you that type of support, consider a support group. If neither option is
for you, e-mail me Jeff@fasdforever.com. I’m
serious. My website has been up for a few years
now and I get a couple of these types of emails a
week. If that’s the only outlet you have right now,
then please write me. It will make you feel a heck
of a lot better. I promise.
DO NOT and I Repeat DO NOT Compare
Yourself to Other Caregivers
Don’t even compare yourself to other FASD caregivers. Trust me. Everyone has their own issues to
deal with and no two people living with Fetal Alcohol are the same. Comparing will only bring about
negative feelings which, without knowing it, you
will pass onto your family. If you must compare
yourself, watch an episode of Springer. That’ll
make you feel better.
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Learn to say NO!!!
Stop trying to be a superhero! Your loved one requires a lot of your energy. So, when someone
asks you to help them out doing this or that, tell
them you will get back to them in a couple of days.
If you still feel like you want to do it, you’ll feel
good about the decision and have no problem fulfilling your commitment. Often times, we spread
ourselves too thin trying to make up for the shortfalls of the person with FASD. My problem was I
would always give everyone a ride, which often
took me from my work. Then, when I did finally
did have time to myself or with Tara, I usually had
to leave again to go pick that person up. People
won’t be angry if you say ‘no’ to their requests,
and if they are then too bad for them - your sanity
is on the line.
Go for a Walk
I can’t tell you how many times this kept me from
losing my stuff! If you’re able to go out for a walk
when you get upset, just leave and go for a walk.
Not only is it good for your health, but it’s a fantastic way to blow off steam. Usually I spend the
first 5 minutes of my walk cursing under my
breath, then as I burn off the negative energy I am
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\
able to remind myself that this person has
new skill, take up playing the guitar, beorganic brain damage. I remind
come an expert scrapbooker. What ever
myself not to take it personally.
brings you some sort of joy. You might
The last 5 minutes of my walk I
think that you don’t have the
spend trying to
time for it, but trust me, please.
come up with a soluYou will be happy that you did.
SANITY SAVER
tion. What I found was
Sometimes as caregivers we have to
Keep a Record of
that when I got
talk less, so our kids living with
their Successes
home my guy was
Fetal Alcohol can understand more.
When you think you just can’t
able to calm down as well
Keep explanations sunny and short.
take another story or deor they had forgotten
- Donna Debolt
mand, go to your room
about what the issue was too
and read what you have written
and they had moved on to someabout what they have done well.
thing else.
Make sure you document all
the amazing
things they have done –
Have Something to Look Forward To
There were times when the only thing that got me that’s made them feel really special and you espethrough the day was the activity I had scheduled cially proud. For example, document something
funny they said, something they have achieved,
for that evening. In my case, I had hockey and
dodgeball to look forward to. This was not excit- that time they were able to follow trough, had
ing because I loved the sports, but it allowed me to good behaviours - no matter how small. Rememsee my friends once a week and I usually came out ber your good days - don’t focus on the bad ones. I
feeling better (after pretending the puck was his think a lot of the time we are mad because day
face). Ok. Ok. Not all the time. But on those par- after day we don’t see as much progress from our
loved ones as we would like. Reminding yourself
ticularly tough days, it helped.
Find something you like to do - join a class, learn a of what they have accomplished will make you feel
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Although sometimes it may not look
like it, people living with Fetal Alcohol
are trying their absolute best to please
others and themselves. The problem is
not from lack of effort; it's that
sometimes their brain just won't let
them - no matter how hard they try.

better. You’ll be able to take a step back and realize that it’s just a bad day.
Plan for the Worst Hope for the Best
This is very straightforward. If you have a plan
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for what could go wrong, because it sometimes
will, you won’t be blindsided when it does. The
worst won’t happy every time, but at least you had
a plan. This will also help you by giving you some
piece of mind and your stress
level manageable.
Take Five Minutes to Breath
In the article, 13 Benefits of Breathing Exercise
from stressrelieftools.com, it says “when you
breathe deeply, you deactivate your stress response and activate the relaxation response.” This
is a very key statement and so true. So, even if
you can’t find an outlet at least you can do some
deep breathing when your about to blow your lid.
You can go to the article by clicking on the link but
in case you don’t want to I’ll list the benefits here ��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��

more oxygen in the body (blood and tissues)
pain relief
deep relaxation
more stamina
expanded lung capacity
improved sleep
ability to respond to stress better
increased vitality

��
��
��
��
��
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feelings of well-being
more happiness and joy in life
clearer thinking
improved concentration
increased self awareness

Get Some Sleep
This is a hard job. You need to be well rested in
order to handle the day-to-day vigour’s of dealing
with this disability. Let’s compare ourselves to a
cell phone. If you plug your phone in at night and
let it charge, it will for the most part, last all day.
However if your like me and sometimes you don’t
plug your phone in, your battery will only last half
a day. You then are stuck looking for another
power source and it could mess up the flow of your
day. So, to be a sane caregiver you have to make
sure your battery is charged every morning so
that you can last all day long.
Laugh
Once we stop caring about the way others see you
and your family, you will find these guys provide
you with ample opportunity to laugh. Look for humour in every situation, when you can. You might
just find that you can turn a tense situation around
in a hurry. Here is such an example.
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I had the opportunity to be a house supervisor for
a young man in his early 20’s. I think I mentioned
before that he needed to have staff with him at all
times. While one of the staff was off to get some
groceries the other was left with this young man.
I don’t remember the exact details, but this particular staff person and the young man got into an
argument. So, since the staff wanted to avoid
confrontation with him, she left to take the
garbage out but when the staff went outside, this sneaky young man locked the
door and wouldn’t let her back in. Of
course I get a frantic phone call from
the staff person who is very upset. I
hang up with the preson and call this guy
and the conversation went something like
this Me: Hey pal. How is your day going?
Guy: It’s ok, I guess. I locked the staff out of the
house.
Me: Oh, how come you did that?
Guy: Because we got into an argument. So, when
she went outside, I locked the door because I
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needed time to cool off and she needed time to go Guy: Yeah I feel fine, but she’s PISSED.
F$%# herself.
Me: (laughing so hard I’m not making any noise)
Me: (trying to keep it together) Oh, and did it
Now, I could have reacted a lot different, but the
work?
point is, he doesn’t know any better.
But, the even bigger point is that when your expectations are on par with the idea that it is Stage
Not Age, you find yourself having a lot more giggles.
I must admit I have a bit of a hidden agenda
when I speak about the importance of your
health, well being and attitude. You see, I
need you to be on your ‘A’ Game because
not only do I want to make sure you feel
good, but I also want to decrease the number
of placements these kids have to go through.
When caregivers like you don’t take time for yourself the chances of a placement breakdown increase twofold. I have worked with some of these
kids who have been placed in 30, 40 even over 60
placements.
If you are on your ‘A’ Game, you’ll have more
energy and patience to deal with the challenges that come with caring for someone with
this unique disability.
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Behind the Scenes
Raising a child is like doing a
sprint. Raising a child with special
needs is like running a marathon.
Raising a child with FASD is like running with the bulls!
Getting a Diagnosis
Getting a diagnosis is not easy. If you have been
through this process, you know the trials and tribulations of having to talk to multiple doctors and
collecting and gathering all sorts of information
which may open a whole other can of worms if you
are or are not the natural parent. But, from one
article to another and from one parent to another, I
am hearing and seeing that getting a confirmed
diagnosis can make your experience as a caregiver
a little easier.
Having a diagnosis can open doors for services
and will allow you to build a more effective and
knowledgeable care team for your child with FASD.
I’m going to share with you some of the knowledge that has been shared with me in hopes of
making the beginning of this process a little easier
for you. The process might look a little different
FASDFOREVER.COM
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for each person, but I’ve compiled what I think is
the most consistent bits and pieces of information 3. Central Nervous System Abnormality
There are three indicators when assessing the CNS:
that you should know about and be looking for
�� structural
when obtaining a diagnosis.
�� neurological
So, what should you look for if you suspect �� functional
your child has FASD?
What does this really mean?
Well, there seems to be varying methods of diag- �� small brain size
nosis, but there also appears to be a consensus of �� faulty arrangement of brain cells and tissue –
four identifying factors that the diagnosing team
observable through brain imaging
will look for when assessing for FASD.
�� mild to severe mental retardation
�� learning disabilities
They are:
�� poor memory
1. Facial Abnormalities
�� lack of imagination or curiosity
�� Short palpebral fissures (small eyes relative to
�� poor language skills
space between eyes)
�� poor problem-solving skills
�� Long, smooth philtrum (area between nose and
�� short attention span
lips)
�� poor coordination
�� Thin upper lip
�� irritability in infancy
�� hyperactivity in childhood
2. Problems with Growth
Children born with FASD are usually below the 10th �� poor reasoning and judgment skills
�� sleep and sucking disturbances in infancy
percentile in regards to height and/or weight.
Quite frankly, most babies born with FASD are un- 4. Maternal Alcohol Exposure
derweight and tend to stay that way for most of So, without adding in a ton of medical lingo, I am
their childhood. Folks with FASD have often been going to share a breakdown from The Canadian
described as shorter then most and even have an Paediatric Society that lists what these four ele“emaciated” type frame.
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ments of diagnostic criteria might actually look
like throughout the various age stages. I find this
helps when trying to picture what these signs and
symptoms actually ‘look like’.

��

Infants
��
History of prenatal alcohol exposure
��
Facial abnormalities
��
Growth retardation – height, weight, head
circumference

Preschool
��
��
History of alcohol exposure, growth retardation, facial abnormalities
��
��
Friendly, talkative and alert
��
��
Temper tantrums and difficulty making tran- ��
sitions
��
��
Hyperactive; may be oversensitive to touch
or over-stimulation
��
��
Attention deficits, developmental delays –
Adolescent and Adult
speech, fine motor difficulties
��
Apparent skill levels may appear to be
��
History of alcohol exposure, growth retardahigher than their tested levels of ability
tion, facial abnormalities
��
Intelligence Quotient – average to mildly
Middle Childhood
retarded with wide range; continued school
��
History of alcohol exposure, growth retardadifficulties
tion, facial abnormalities
��
Difficulty with adaptive and living skills
��
Hyperactivity, attention deficit, impulsive- �� Attention deficits, poor judgment, impulsivity
ness
lead to problems with employment, stable
��
Poor abstract thinking
living and the law
��
Inability to foresee consequences of actions �� Serious life adjustment problems – depres��
Lack of organization and sequencing
sion, alcoholism, crime, pregnancy and sui��
Inability to make choices
cide
��
Lack of organizational skills
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��

Hypotonia, increased irritability
Jitteriness, tremulousness, weak suck
Difficulty ‘habituating’, getting used to
stimulation

Jeff Noble

��
��
��
��

Inappropriate behaviour
Overly affectionate – does not discriminate
between family and strangers
Lack of inhibitions
Communication problems
Lack of social skills to make and keep
friends
Unresponsive to social clues
Uses behaviour as communication
Difficulty making transitions
Academic problems – reading and mathematics
Behaviour problems – ‘stretched toddler’
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So, if you have noted some or many of these char- happy…what makes them tick. If you are not satacteristics in the person you care for,
isfied with the response from one doctor, see anthe next step should be
other.
speaking to your doctor or
another health profesDiagnosis is Important at Any Age
sional about having your
A diagnosis is at the very least an explaSANITY SAVER
child assessed
nation to the behaviours and can help valiRemember,
with
Fetal
for FASD. But, at
date that you are doing the best
Alcohol if you change the rule
the same time, here
you can and that it is beyond your
once it becomes the new rule.
are some imcontrol.
There is no such thing as
portant pieces
"just this once".
of information that
Other Assessments
- Donna Debolt
you should be conConsider looking into other assessments
sidering during this
that will provide you with other valuable
crucial time. The VON Caninformation regarding your child’s actual
ada has compiled the feedlevel of functioning, strengths or IQ.
back and advice of caregivAsk your family doctor for a referral ers who have already gone through this experithat would be a great place to start.
ence. Here’s what they had to say \
Start Early
The more time you have to build a stronger and
more knowledgeable circle of care the better
chances your loved one will have ongoing success.

Look for a Diagnostic Team
Your family doctor is a great place to start, but
consider adding other health professionals that
will help you with a more holistic and thorough
approach when trying to support the individual.
Trust Your Instincts
You might look into accessing an occupational
You are the expert! You know what your love one is
therapist, psychologist, psychiatrist and/or a famreally like – what sets them off, what makes them
FASDFOREVER.COM
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ily health team. Utilizing a team will bring together a variety of expertise and they will likely
be able to provide you with more information
about support services. The more information, the
better.
Your hard work will pay off. The journey of getting
a diagnosis might be lengthy but it will provide
some of the answers you and your family are looking for. It will allow you to move on and provide
the person with FASD proper interventions and a
more supported environment. Hopefully this information will get you on your way. If you have any
other specific questions about resources in your
area or looking for some direction about something specific about this process, please don’t hesitate to contact me at Jeff@fasdforever.com.

Assessments
Getting a diagnosis of Fetal Alcohol puts you in the
right city, but a good assessment puts you on the
right street.
–Donna Debolt
In most cases when you get a diagnosis in the
spectrum of FASD, it will come with an assessment.
Understanding what valuable information is in the
assessment can have a very positive impact in the
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means 99% of peers his own age were functioning difficulties and was considered to have a learning
better then he was.
disability. What does this tell you about assessments? That tells me that they are either not read
In another instance, I remember reading one as- or not understood.
sessment that said the difference between his IQ
and his functioning IQ was so vast that a full IQ
score would be considered meaningless. In this Jeff, I have this assessment and I don’t uncase, it didn’t matter how high his IQ was, his defi- derstand it.
It can be pretty overwhelming to be handed a 200
cits would outshine his smarts. Yikes!
page document filled with medical lingo that
A good assessment will not only test IQ and While taking the FASD Certificate Program, part of makes no sense, especially when it refers to peracademics, but will also test the person’s
our learning was to participate in consultations
centiles and numbers that don’t seem to help any,
executive functioning.
and I can tell you that more often then not, when but only confuses you even more. If we are conthere was an assessment available nobody took fused, who else is? I would bet that professionals
the time to read it or they could not understand it. and doctors alike are even left wondering what all
I remember shaking my head when I would hear the information really means sometimes.
I have been fortunate enough to have access to
something like, ‘We have to tell our client the same Once the assessment is complete, make sure that
dozens of assessments both through the agency I thing over and over. He’s 11. He should be able to you have a debrief with the professional who adworked for and during my FASD Certificate Proremember.’ Then to find in the assessment that it ministered it. Then, ask them to break it down into
gram.
says, ‘ _____ has significant short term memory real English. I know it sounds silly, but you must
nd
be able to break down the information in order to
I remember the first time I went through the as- issues and is found to be in the 2 percentile’.
sessment process with my foster guy, the agency I I also remember working with a young man at a share it with others, so they can understand too.
worked for and his mother. It was a sobering ex- high school when he was scheduled to have his IEP This is so important when we are trying to educate
perience because what we found out was that he meeting and the Head of Special Ed said, ‘I’m go- others!
was actually functioning a lot lower then what he ing to find out if _____ even has a learning dis- Why is understanding what’s in the assessability.’ Again, all I could do was shake my head
was presenting. In fact, in some area’s of funcment important?
and then point out in the assessment where it
tioning he was below the 1st percentile, which
clearly said the student had significant learning Well, for starters, it will help you understand the
life of the person with the diagnosis. It can help
when you are trying to obtain services and accommodations from either the community or their
school. It will help you to understand the language
better, so you can “talk the talk” with other professionals.
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strengths and weaknesses of the FASD person, so And again, I believe the most important reason to
you’re not smashing your head against the wall
have an assessment is so you can focus on their
strengths. To really know where they are ‘at’
trying to figure out ‘What Works’. If you know
allows me to come up with strategies that are
what ‘stage’ they are at (remember: it’s
stage appropriate (and generally more successstage - not age with these
ful).
folks), you can better focus on their strengths and
Example - One of the young men I was
understand what their
SANITY
SAVER
the primary caregiver for
weaknesses or
People
with
Fetal
Alcohol
have
was extremely impaired in most
challenges are, so
a
desire
to
do
well
and
a
areas of functioning. It was very
you are less frustrated.
desire
to
please
others,
but
difficult to communicate with
I have seen some
have
no
capacity
to
follow
him because of his low IQ
assessments
through.
This
is
not
their
fault.
and his extreme deficits with
that break down the
Donna
Debolt
audio processing. There were so
grade level they are at
many times that he would get upset
in each area of acabecause he couldn’t understand
demics, as well as functioning.
what I was saying or asking
And what happens often when
him. I knew there had to be a
reviewing the assessments, is
better way to communicate with him, so I went
we find out that they are sig- nificantly impaired in area’s that we thought they were capable back to his assessment (which is painful because
in. Reading and understanding the assessment, of the trauma this young man has faced). What I
allows me to asses my expectations of my guys. found in his assessment was there were many arIf I know what stage they are at, I am able to ask eas that he was considered to be below the 1st
percentile, but then I spotted something that said
myself if I am expecting them to do too much.
he was in the 12th percentile in his ability to write.
Hmmm, interesting.
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Here is what I did with my newfound knowledge.
My guy has an X-Box gaming system and with that
the ability to send and receive instant messages
via MSN Messenger. My phone has instant messaging. So, after a quick conversation with him he
agreed to add me to his contact list. On any other
day I would usually knock on his door and try and
yell over the music that was blasting from his
room to inform him it was time to eat, but this
time I sent a text from my phone to his X-Box.
Within five seconds of my sending the message, I
heard the music shut off and an enthusiastic “OK
JEFF! COMING!” Something simple like that
changed the way we communicated even to this
day. I am no longer working with the same young
man, but I still get regular messages from his XBox today. I never would have known that (or tried
that) if I didn’t read his assessment.
UPDATE – This same young man is now sending me
voice messages which I never thought he would do.
I miss him, but I am sure I will see him soon. J

Finding Their Strengths
The reason I do what I do is because I believe everyone has something to give, no matter what situation they are in. People living with Fetal Alcohol
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have many strengths; regardless of their poor
functioning in other area’s, they CAN do a lot of
things that you and I can, they just take a different
road to get there. Here are some of the common
strengths associated with people who are living
with FASD:
��
good with computers
��
artistic drawing, painting, singing, dancing
��
great with animals
��
Mechanics
��
story telling (for obvious reasons)
��
great with children
��
fantastic sense of humour
��
amazing at video games
I could go on and on but you are the expert on
your child/person you know - you know what their
strengths are.
Once you can find out what they like and what they
are good at, you need to put your focus into that
and less so into things they aren’t able to do.
That’s why the people who know and understand
this disability help people with FASD focus on life
skills and not academic skills. Why?
We have to take a look at what Donna taught me
about developmental trajectory.
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A developmental trajectory describes the
course of a behaviour over age or time.

So, when we look at the living situation of the person with FASD, we need to ask, ‘what is this going
to look like as they get older?’ ‘What are they going to be doing when they are 25, 35 or 45? We
need to make sure that they can have a good quality of life despite their difficulties.
So, if we know that they are horrible at math, why
would we continue to expect them to learn it? All
that will happen, is that they will get super frustrated and develop secondary characteristics. Also,
ask yourself how much math do you really use in
everyday life? Why do we have to push them to
learn all of the states or provinces? How is that
going to help them pay their rent or get to work on
time?

Jeff Noble

One of the families I work with, their daughter is
amazing at house cleaning. The bonus is that she
also really enjoys it because she is able to help
her Aunt with the family cleaning business. (It’s
amazing to see what these folks can accomplish
when they feel that sense of achievement and contribution.) Aha! The goal now is to continue to
keep her interested and motivated, so when she is
done school she has a real skill that she can use to
help her obtain employment.
I know another young man who worked well independently with one instruction at a time. He even
did better in quiet spaces. Well, say hello to working in a library! This young man was able to manage his job and even take on extra responsibilities.

What are some of the strengths your loved
one displays? What do they like to do?
what are they good at?
If you focus on what they like to do, you will find
there will be less meltdowns and more enjoyment
for you and them. At the end of the day, the goal
is the same - you want your child, loved one or
If we know that they are good at mechanics at an person you work with to do well and be successful.
If you change your expectations and definitions of
early age the focus should be on nurturing that
skill so when they get older, they could have the success you will find that these kids will not only
hit their goal, but more often then not, they will
opportunity to work in an auto shop.
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surpass them. They will lead a long and healthy
life and be a positive contributing member of society and more importantly, will keep you from losing you MIND!

When collecting information for the person living
with FASD, you can be as specific as you need to be
- from documenting what took place at specific appointments, frequently called numbers, criminal
history, whatever you think you need at any given
time.
Getting Organized
Appointments, meetings, case conferences – how Let me be very frank for a moment. Anne Streissdo you remember everything? These guys meet guth has said that these folks are very likely to be
with a lot of folks and are likely to have various arrested and David Boulding has said that those
people involved in their circle of care. I am going with FASD are more likely to plea or be found
guilty when charged or arrested. This binder or
to offer you a few suggestions to keep yourself
whatever strategy you decide to organize the maand your loved one as organized as possible to
ensure that newcomers and those not familiar with terials will be very helpful during these difficult
FASD can get as up to speed in the shortest amount times. Providing outside support services with a
detailed history of the person with FASD can make
of time.
So, having some sort of tool to
keep you organized is helpful for
a number of reasons:
��
provides easy access to all
vital information, ie.
health, ID, contacts, etc.
��
ensures new staff and contacts can ‘catch up’ quickly
��
can help remind you what
happened at specific appointments
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proceedings move along faster and can even help
with appropriate sentencing and most importantly,
having all of these documents in one place when
you need it will save you many, many sleepless
nights. So, do yourself a favour and get organized,
no matter how much you hate paperwork.
Where to start?
Get yourself a three ring binder and get copies of
the following:
��
up to date photo
��
copy of health card
��
copy of any other ID
��
written diagnosis
��
bail/probation documents
��
David Boulding’s article – A Lawyer’s Brief
Next – download these two templates to put at the
front of the binder. These documents are the
‘quick and dirty’ on your loved with FASD.
��
Quick and Dirty Intro
��
All About Me
Alright. Great start! The Quick and Dirty Intro is a
really helpful tool that gives you, the person with
FASD and any newcomers a very quick and brief
snapshot of important demographic information,
level of support and a brief list of things that your
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kid is awesome at. We want to share all the positives we can with people who can help!
The document, All About Me is a document that
would actually be fun to complete with the person
with FASD. This document is a little more juvenile,
but very valuable information none the less. Take
a look at it and adapt it if you need to for the person you know with FASD.
Ok. You now have a functional binder, or you can
look at it as the life portfolio of your loved one
with FASD. With all of this very important information stored in one location, it’s going to help you
transition between appointments and check in’s
with ease. If your child or the person you live with
who has FASD, requires a little more detail, consider adding the following sections or details into
your binder:
��
any available information or reports from
school, doctors and other helping or health
professionals
��
statements from a teacher or teacher’s aid
��
detailed medication information
��
comments from
previous probation or
corrections staff or jail
records
��
a document to help you remember appoint-
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and provide you with some guidance into preparments, what happened and what’s next
��
particular or peculiar behaviours that some ing your loved one or the person you live or work
folks might not understand, such as: story- with into the transition to adulthood, indetelling, collecting and behaviours and
pendent living (interdependent or
things that they say that may appear as
semi-independent living) vocathough they are more capable
tion, other supports, etc.
then they really are
Remember, this is a survival
SANITY SAVER
guide, so we will
People with FASD act
Check out these templates to help
point you in the right
their shoe size - not
remember all those pesky appointdirection, but the real
their age.
ments:
work is going to be
��
Dentist
done by you.
��
Doctor
If you are still having a
��
Social Worker/Case Manager
hard time connecting with
��
Probation Officer
these folks or
��
Psychiatrist
getting your message across, keep reading, be��
Family Visits
cause the next section is chalk full of juicy strateAnd don’t forget, list all the positives you can think gies and tips on how to get people to listen and
of because depending on why you are providing understand about FASD.
But, first… Check these out.
this information to people, (you may need a reminder, too), the goal is to prove to people how
Jeff’s Favourite FASD Resources and Other
great these folks with FASD really are, regardless Must Have’s
of their challenges and poor choices.
��
This is a list of websites and blogs that I
visit frequently to keep me up to date and in
Now, what else can you do to ‘get organized’? The
the know about Fetal Alcohol.
next part of this section I am going to provide you
http://fasdforever.com/?p=384#more-384
with some resources that will begin your journey
��
FAS Community Resource Centre
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National Organization on Fetal Alcohol Syndrome

So, if the person you know with FASD is approaching an age or is at an age where moving out the
house/being removed from the house is a reality,
fill out the applications and get your names on the
waitlists! There are many resources for each and
every community out there, but here are some tips
that you may want to consider before you start
your search:

The Asante Centre

��

http://come-over.to/FASCRC/
��

Let’s Talk FASD

http://www.von.ca/fasd/_fasdtool_fullproof_final.pdf
��

Finding Hope

http://findinghope.knowledge.ca/home.html
��

Disability Gerard

http://www.disabilityadvocategerard.com/index.php
��

http://www.nofas.org/\
��

http://www.asantecentre.org/about_us.html
��

Youth with FASD Transitioning Initiative Toolkit
http://www.lcfasd.com/files/reports/Transitioning%
20Youth%20to%20Adulthood%20Final%20REport%
202.pdf

Housing
There are many housing options that you may
want to consider for the person you know living
with FASD. This may happen sooner then you expect, so you should be aware of what options are
available for you and the person living with Fetal
Alcohol. There are various programs out there that
offer group homes, staff supported homes, semiindependent and transitional homes. The important part to know and understand about supportive
housing programs is that there are waitlists.
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and other people, less busy, less chance that
you will get “lost in the system”. Being from
a small town myself, I can say there is some
truth in the statement, ‘everybody knows
everybody’ and for someone with FASD, this
could be a benefit. More people watching
and being ‘up in their business’ means fewer
chances to really get into any major trouble.

If you have a case manager, social worker or Here are some places/articles to get you started:
��
Report on Supported Residential Services For
any type of support worker working with
Adults with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder
your loved one, ask them to start researchhttp://www.lcfasd.com/files/reports/Adult%
ing housing options and developing a transi20Residential.pdf
tion plan.
��
Canadian Association for Community Living
http://www.cacl.ca/
If the person you know with FASD has a diagnosed mental illness, ie. depression, anxiety, �� L’Arche
www.larche.ca/en/larche
bi-polar, look into mental health housing.
Often mental health housing service provid- �� Affordable Housing Initiative
Information and links for low income housers offer spots for those with a ‘dual diagnoing. If the person with FASD is living on a
sis’ – a developmental disability and a menlow income, receives ODSP or Ontario Works,
tal illness – less wait times and more supthen fill out an application for low income
port…usually.
public housing. It could be some time til their
Look beyond your immediate community. If
names reach the top of the list, but at least
you live in a city or town surrounded by
put their name on the list.
smaller communities, check those out too.
http://cmhc.ca/en/inpr/afhoce/fias/fias_017.cfm
Living in a small town can have some perks
– easier to build community with neighbours
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Justice
If the person with FASD has not become involved
with the justice system, read these articles and
resources anyways. Knowing what to do or where
to go before a crisis happens is the key.
��
Lawyer and FASD advocate -

��

��

FASD Learning Series

http://www.fasd-cmc.alberta.ca/education-training/
archived-sessions/categories/legal-and-justice-systems/

If you want to see success with your
loved one living with Fetal Alcohol,
stop trying to CHANGE their behaviour.
Instead, put your focus on PREVENTING
the behaviour from happening in the
first place.

The Associated of Chief Psychologists with
Ontario School Boards
http://www.acposb.on.ca/LearnChall/F.A.S.html

http://davidboulding.com/
��

All-in-One Home School Resource Centre
http://www.come-over.to/homeschool/

��

Re: defining Success
A team approach to supporting students
with FASD
http://education.alberta.ca/media/932741/redefiningfront.pdf

��

MAPS: Planning for Individual Students

Education & Employment
https://www.pembrokepublishers.com/data/
botm/647c609135123e_8266ch11.pdf
How to keep them in school and how to find them a
job!? Here are some resources to get you thinking
Case Management
and planning.
What the heck is Case Management? All I mean by
��
Ontario Disability Support Program –
this is get the person living with FASD some sort of
Employment Supports
www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/social/odsp/
‘worker’. Someone that is in a professional role
employment_support/index.aspx
that can help you navigate the system, apply for
resources and/or give you the respite that you
need and deserve. If you are not sure where to
start, check out any services that say, ‘child and
family services’ in their agency title, ‘adult protective services’ and/or ‘outreach services’.
��
FASLink Discussion Forum
http://www.faslink.org/faslink.htm

��

Jeff Noble

Developmental Services Ontario

Income and Financial Resources
There is a reason that folks with FASD have been
referred to as ‘two million dollar babies’. Here are
some resources to follow up with that will help you
get some financial assistance and support for you
and the person with FASD.
��
Ontario Disability Support Program
http://www.mcss.gov.on.ca/en/mcss/programs/social/odsp/
��

Ministry of Children and Youth Services

http://www.children.gov.on.ca/htdocs/English/topics/
specialneeds/index.aspx
��

Person’s with Disabilities Online

http://www.pwd-online.ca/p.6dh.4m.2@.jsp?lang=eng

http://www.dsontario.ca/
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The Art of Sales
When people DON'T understand
Fetal Alcohol everyone is mad and
sad. When people DO understand
Fetal Alcohol everyone is understanding and accommodating.
The Sales Pitch
Of all the feedback I have received whether it be
from e-mail, Facebook, Twitter or stories I have
read, one of the most common question is, ‘how do
I get someone to understand what the frik FASD
is?’ Or, ‘how do we get the community to understand the ins and outs of FASD?’
Although some of us have even been there at
some time, there is nothing more frustrating then
dealing with people who just can’t seem to grasp
that for those with FASD - it’s brain, not behaviour.
Well, follow along because I am going to teach you
how I do it - how to get people to have their own
A-Ha! moment. You may have already shared this
moment with someone and seen the changes take
place right before you. What happens when people begin to change their thinking is that they get
FASDFOREVER.COM
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as a product, but please bear with me) is a tough
sell. However, your product does work well - people just need to understand how to use it - that is
your job. Before I began my journey with Fetal
Alcohol, I was in sales for about seven years. I’ve
sold everything – from water coolers to monthly
sponsorships for Fortune 500 companies. I am goGetting people to understand Fetal Alcohol Spec- ing to share with you some tips and tricks to get
trum Disorder is all about SALES. Yup. That’s what your point across, so no matter where you are - at
I said, SALES. I’ll explain to you why you are actu- the mall, a meeting or at the school, you’ll be betally an FASD salesperson vs. a teacher. Well, when ter prepared.
you are trying to teach someone about FASD what
actually happens is that you are trying to convince First impressions mean a lot. I wish I could tell
someone that it’s a disability and brain not behav- you that this wasn’t the case, but I’m just being
real. When I first started in sales, I went business
iour. All the while the person you are trying to
teach is really trying to convince you, that folks to business and even door to door. I was taught
with FASD are not disabled and that it’s behaviour that I had two seconds to make a first impression.
not brain. This is the Art of Sales – you are trying But, how the heck was I really going to? The very
first thing I was taught about sales and meeting
to convince someone to buy your product (read:
understand your loved one with FASD) while they someone is, S.E.E.
are trying convince you that your product is no
Smile
good (read: bad, lazy and knows better).
To get more people to understand this disability Eye Contact
means you might have to become a better sales Excitement
person. Your task is a tough one because the fact Think about it. When you first meet a professional,
is your product (yes, for this part of the Survival a doctor or even someone on the street - if they
Guide, I am going to refer to the person with FASD smile, look you in the eye and were positive to
less angry and more understanding. But, the best
part is that the folks who used to have a difficult
time understanding become more accommodating;
and the more people that can accommodate folks
with FASD, the better the chance of your guys being successful.
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deal with, aren’t you more likely to smile back and
feel comfortable, making it easier for your to give
them the information they are looking for? Well
the same applies to you when you are on the other
side (trying to sell your product).
I know there may be times when you are feeling
so stressed that a smile is the last thing that you
want to generate, but believe me, a smile can go
along way. I know I am in good shape when I
smile and someone smiles back. If you meet
someone and you don’t smile or look someone in
the eye the conversation is likely to end up being
awkward and that will do nothing in terms of getting you what you want.
When I say excitement it’s the same as enthusiasm. People have to ‘buy’ into you before they
‘buy’ your ideas. There are lots of situations
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where people have done what I have said or have
my suggestions even though they did not agree
with it initially. They did so, because I was enthusiastic and enthusiasm breeds enthusiasm remember that.
Ok, so now that you are at the meeting and you
have made a good first impression now your sitting down at a table or at a desk with a social
worker teacher doctor lawyer whoever now what.
Ok. Your great first impression has landed you a
meeting at the (insert name of professional, office,
clinic, etc) office. If you go into this meeting unprepared your as good as done. You’ll leave the
meeting with your tail between your legs and
that’s not what we want. But you won’t leave with
your tail between your legs because I’ve got a simple formula to get you maximum results .

Jeff Noble

talking about their own family. If they don’t respond they there’re douch bags and you’ll know
they will be a bit stiff
Occupation - If your not at the principals office,
talk about what they do for a living. People love to
talk about themselves especially their work.
Recreation - What do they do outside of work?
Do they play a sport you can relate to go camping?
Materials-Do they have a fancy new gaget, a new
car? Start up a conversation about their possessions.

Next, PITCH TIME!
Chances are you have been in a position where you
have had to attend a meeting because of something your loved one did or you’ve been in a meeting trying to prevent things from happening. Either way, the end goal is always the same - you
Small Talk
Things can be awkward if you are going to a meet- need the other party or service to understand the
ing because of a crisis. So, if you need to make disability and to agree with you about what you
small talk to cut the tension a bit, but don’t know know are useful interventions and accommodawhat to talk about, follow this fantastic formula for tions that work for the person with FASD. Notice I
said useful, because often times the strategies
small talk. Remember F.O.R.M.
that other people come with are based on behavFamily - If they have pictures in their office ask iour modification and not brain dysfunction. In
who they are. People warm right up away when order to get your point across, you will need to
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have a great sales pitch.
If you are thinking, ‘Jeff, I don’t know how to make
a sales pitch!!!’ To that I say, ‘no worries, because
I have another sweet formula so you can create
your own sales pitch and turn those light bulbs on!’

the table with a solution.
HINT: Make sure you have your presentation
down before the meeting. What I mean is, KNOW
what outcomes you want to have happen before
the meeting.

Intro
Pretty straight forward. Tell them who you are, of
course.
Don’t forget - Smile, Eye Contact, and Excitement.

Close Deal
This is where you ASK, ASK
and ASK again
for what you want
SANITY SAVER
When dealing with
- whether it be for
someone who has FASD,
more supports
remember it's
or for certain
STAGE not AGE.
accommodations.
- Donna Debolt
Ask for whatever
it is that you need to
make it easier for you
and your loved ones.
You have to ask for it.
Don’t beat around the bush. It’s ok to be blunt and
to say exactly what you mean.

Short Story
Facts tell, Stories sell. The best sales people use
stories to sell their products or services, so make
sure when you are trying to guide people’s thinking, you use as many personal stories about your
experience as possible. I share my Aha! moment
and I even wrote a blog post about it. In fact, it
was my very first blog. I always talk about this
experience - when I too, shifted my thinking from
won't to can't. You can’t sell someone something
that you’re not sold on yourself.
Presentation
This is where you present your knowledge about
Fetal Alcohol and what your loved one needs and
why. This is also where you present the solution.
People are more apt to try things if you come to
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a conversation.
What you're going to find will start to happen once
you start having a conversation with people that
they might not agree with what you have to say
because it challenges their old way of thinking.
Once you have engaged them right they will start
asking you questions that go against what you are
saying. In sales we call those Objections.
Objection Killing
Just like in sales, people are going to
throw objections back at you about what
you’re saying. It’s natural part of the sales
process and most day to day conversations.
In fact, start to get excited when someone
gives you an objection! Why? Because that means
you have been able to engage them and they are
going to start asking you questions because they
are trying to wrap their head around what
you’re telling them. The problem is as caregivers
we can sometimes perceive a question as a personal attack – but it is not. We have to change our
thinking too, if we’re really going to get through to
people. So, let me teach you a few ways to handle
objections.

Make sure you are talking "with" people
about FASD and not "at" people
This should be self-explanatory, however there a
lot of times when caregivers (including myself) engage in a conversation when it starts to become The Feel Felt Found Method
more of a lecture with the other party, than it does This one is great because it’s a bit softer, I think. I
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"FASD is devastating. What disability results in sufferers being good at small talk
but without substance? Then add a kind heart but a violent temper, complex needs
but no insight, a small frame with big expectations and perhaps worst of all, a
damaged mind but a beautiful face."- Elizabeth Russell

Jeff Noble

subtle about it, but you’re letting them know you
think a different way now.
Found - Here’s where you can throw in a stat or a
story about where you learned or got your information from. By providing this information and
explaining the ‘found’ part of this method, you
are sharing the source of your new found knowledge, making it more credible. It also shows the
other party that you really know your stuff.

Remember, it takes practice to handle objections,
so don’t give up if you stumble a little bit at first.
use this method often when I am having a casual It’s a real easy formula to follow and if used right, I also want you to make sure that you are not givconversation. Let me give you an example.
can be extremely effective. Let me break it down ing up after the first objection. If they fire another
objection at you, you can also use this method –
Let’s say someone says this - Only alcoholic moth- for you in some more detail.
Agree. Kill. Close.
ers give birth to these kids.
Feel - You understand where they are coming
You say this - I feel where you’re coming from, from, like – I feel ya. Remember, it’s important to Agree - Agree with what the other party is sayunderstand that there are negative beliefs towards ing.
(first name - very important to use the first
name…it’s more personal) a lot of people have Fetal Alcohol and that’s ok - make sure you acKill - Use your FASD ninja skills to overcome their
felt the same way, heck I even thought the same knowledge that. This method will be very effective objection.
when you relay that you understand what the
way. What studies have found is that almost
other party is saying and feeling.
Close - Ask again for what you want!
50% of pregnancies are unplanned. So, people
Felt
Say
‘I
felt
the
same
way’
or
‘a
lot
of
people
continue to drink because they don’t know they are
even pregnant. It happens to everyday families. felt the same way’. Again, you are trying to relate I usually look to get 3 or 4 no’s before I move on.
and make the other people or person understand Even if the meeting does not go your way this
You can see how that makes sense right?
that you too, used to feel like they do. You’re being time, remember, it takes awhile for people to
change their thinking. So, do not give up beFASDFOREVER.COM
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cause there is another secret to advocating and
that’s the Law of Averages.

sales pitch and presentation and got a better law
of average. My point here is that some will say
yes, some won’t, so what? Someone is waiting!

Law of Averages
The Law of Averages basically teaches salespeople Now that I have given you some basic tools to start
that if you want to double or triple your sales, you making things happen, make sure you keep in
mind that when someone says “NO” to
need to double or triple the cold calls and sales
providing accommodation or supports, just
presentations you make.
remember what they are really
What that means for us caregivers is
saying is, “I don’t KNOW enough
that the more calls and
SANITY SAVER
about Fetal Alcohol”.
presentations we make, the
Go to the path of least
Don’t get discouraged! You
more services we can get
resistance, go to those who
are not alone.
for the person with FASD
get FASD!
I know that this is all easand your family. We can’t give
- Donna Debolt
ier said then done, but it is possiup after one or two people say
ble. It really is. There are tons
“no” or “you’re on the wait list”.
of caregivers out there who
have been able to handle the
The law of average states that the
more people we talk to, the more success we will same objections and the negative attitudes and
eventually able to get the services they have been
have.
When I first started sales I was going door to door lobbying for. I will leave you with my performance
for a national charity and was looking for monthly model that I learned during my sales trainings and
donations. There were some days I would knock what I use to keep me in check when advocating
on what felt like one hundred doors and I would gets hard.
maybe get one or two sales. If my attitude was
crap though, I wouldn’t get any sales. That was my Attitude
Make sure it’s upbeat and positive - not only when
law of average. I eventually got better at my
FASDFOREVER.COM
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you’re advocating, but also when you are at home.
If you have a crappy attitude - who else do you
think is going to have one?
Attitude Maintenance
It’s one thing to start the day with a positive attitude, but it’s a whole other thing to maintain it. If
you find that your attitude is slipping during the
day, have a quick timeout to regroup.
Be on Time
If you have a meeting, do your best to make sure
you are on time. I know that this can be a huge
issue with your guys, so make sure that the person
you are meeting is aware of that before hand if
you are bringing the person with FASD.
Be Prepared
No more flying by the seat of your pants! Have a
plan of attack. Know your goals. Not just when
advocating, but with everything you do! Know
what your goals are so you have something to
shoot for.
Take Control
If things are going to happen it’s because you have
done all the work. Don’t take no for an answer.
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focus, you can jump right back in without skipping Try and get as many people on your team as possible. The more the members you have, the more
This is vital for your success as an FASD caregiver. a beat.
support you will get. I mean, why should you have
Having a team available will make life for you and
your loved one a heck of a lot easier. It can also The second reason you should have a right hand to do this job all by yourself? Remember, climbing
give you the upper hand when you are at meet- person is because a lot of times professionals may a mountain is a lot easier when you have someone
think that you are the problem. So, if you have
pushing from behind and cheering you on from the
ings, visits at schools or even at a soccer game.
Your sales team can consist of family, friends, doc- someone with you that can back up your testimony top.
tor’s, teachers, therapists, social workers, police and express that the issues you are facing are be- In closing, advocating is all about sales and buildofficers, other parents - anyone who ‘get’s’ Fetal cause of the organic brain damage and not the
ing lasting relationships. If you shift your thinking
character of the person living with FASD, then
Alcohol and really understands it should be on
to a sales approach when dealing with the chalyour team. The first and most important thing you you’re in good shape.
lenges of getting people to understand and trying
need when building your sales team though, is
to get services, it will make the challenge a lot less
My
foster
guys,
Mom
had
a
friend
that
she
would
have a Right Hand Person.
bring to meetings or appointments as much as she daunting. Remember you can do it!
This is the person you can rely on the most. It’s could. Having her friend with her would make her Buying In
usually a friend or a spouse that is your Numero feel more relaxed and less intimidated. Make sure
None of this is going to work unless the person
Uno. These are the people you take to meetings you take care of your right hand person and let
with you or when you think or know you will need them know how much you appreciate the support living with Fetal Alcohol ‘buys in’. What do I mean
by that?
the extra support. It’s a lot easier when you bring they give you. Attitude of gratitude, right?
For people living with FASD, feeling as though they
a friend because what often happens is you get so
are in control of their life (even though we are doupset or the people at the other end of the table
ing all the work and they get all the credit) will
start using language that makes no sense, trying People with FASD do not want do seem like
mean higher chances of long term success. The
they can’t meet expectations, so they will
to intimidate you, that you forget what you
goal here is to make it seem cool and normal
say ‘no’ to any plan or suggestion
wanted to say! When this happens, your right
about the interventions that we, the caregiver put
hand person should also know the plan and be
you come up with.
into place. But, what often happens is that after
able to jump right in. When you are ready and
we do all that planning, they start to seem more
have taken a second to recheck your attitude and

Building a Sales Team
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capable then they really are and we hand them
back all the responsibility. Well ,that’s where we
go wrong.
As caregivers, one of our most important roles for
those with FASD is to act as their external brain.
So, if they think we are babying them or perhaps
making them feel incompetent, they will put the
breaks on any suggestion you give them, and of
course you’re going to also face a massive meltdown every time you bring it up.
You can have everyone on board - social workers,
doctors, teachers, whoever is on the team, but if
the person living with Fetal Alcohol is not on board
with the plan, disaster will follow. So, what do we
do about it?

When people with Fetal Alcohol say
they are 'bored’, that may mean they
don't know what to do next.
- Donna Debolt
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When people living with Fetal Alcohol buy in, it
makes a world of difference. When they feel like
they are getting what they want and being treated
like a normal person, the meltdowns start to become less frequent and they seem to be more
open to help, which is what we really want.
Donna Debolt didn’t teach many strategies in our
class, but when she did, she made sure they were
ones that worked and this one works great. In
fact, it’s one I use all the time.
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I know it seems simple, and it is, but it works.
There are many techniques just like that one that
you can use to make it seem as if the idea was
theirs.
‘Buying In’ can take on different meanings. It
doesn’t always have to be about a major life decision, it can be something as simple as ‘buying in’
to the idea of putting visuals reminders and cues
up on the walls in your home.

At first there was no way my foster guy was going
to let me put up schedules and other daily remindMake them think it was their idea.
ers. I did anyway and said that they were for me,
because I have ADHD. I told him, I had to put his
This is how I do it.
Me: Hey man, remember when you said that you appointments on the calendar because otherwise, I
would forget. Then everyday I would have him
wanted to go to that (place) and check out
look at the massive calendar and tell me what was
(whatever).
Guy: (Not wanting to seem like he didn’t forget.) going on for the day. I also had him repeat it to
me because, ‘my ADHD made me so forgetful’.
Ahh yeah. What about it?
Me: I think it’s a really good idea…you should do Well, after a while this daily task became a habit.
Now, I do have ADHD, but I didn’t need as much
that.
prompting as he thought I did, but he ‘bought in’ to
Guy: (Instant chest inflation.) I know. I know. I
the idea, because it wasn’t about him.
keep telling you that’s what I wanted to do, but
nobody let’s me do anything, etc, etc, etc, for about Play the Game
10 more minutes.
If we know that sometimes people living with FeMe: Ok, let me look into that then.
tal Alcohol can’t tell the difference between what’s
real and what’s not, I’ll be quite honest - I’m going
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to use that to my advantage and try to have them
‘buy in’ to what I’m selling. Here is an example I had the chance to work with a young man at a
high school. This guy loved sports. He was really
good at baseball and overall, he was pretty athletic. However, his inability to control his behaviour left a bad taste in the teacher’s mouths, and
they weren’t convinced whether or not he should
play on the sports teams. But, he loved to play
baseball. So, now I had the task of making sure I
kept him out of trouble and had to find a way to
keep the teachers happy too.
The Jerry Maguire Method
Almost all pro athletes have an agent. An agent’s
job is to be the liaison between the player and the
sports organization. The agent negotiates on behalf of the athlete and them they usually get compensated about 10% of the player’s salary to put
up with the players ego. In my case, I would be
compensated with peace and quiet.
So, when I got the chance during a quiet time, I approached him with the idea. I told him that I noticed that he was a great ball player and he agreed
with my assessment of his skills. I asked him if
he knew what a sports agent did, and he said yes
he did, and could even explain the general concept.
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I explained further that if he would let me be his
agent I could get him things that the “stupid teachers” wouldn’t let him do. His words…not mine.
I then went to his teachers and explained the concept. I told them when he wanted to ask for things
to ask his agent, (me) first. They agreed. After a
few days it started to work really well. It gave the
teachers a relief because when he asked for things
they would say, “talk to your agent” and guess
what? He would!! And because of the peace and
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quite the teachers were getting, he would get ac
cess to the computers to play games at lunch and
even got to bring some of his friends along.
Another instance is when he was having a really
hard time in gym class. Instead of doing the
health portion of his gym credit (because it was
over his head and would have provided ample op
portunity for blatant sexual comments, read - dysmaturity) we would play catch in the field. My guy
thought that he was getting special privileges, but
what was really happening was the school was accommodating his disability. Everyone was a winner! Don’t get me wrong - every day has their
challenges, but at least this made things a bit easier.
Again, these are just a few examples of what I do
to get my guys to ‘buy in’. You know your child the
best, so you can come up with a million ways to
get them to ‘buy in’. It becomes fun and a good
challenge. If one strategy doesn’t work, keep trying! It takes practice to come up with a good story,
so don’t give up because you will find ones that do
work. Also, let me know of any ‘stories’ that have
worked for you. I may just try them, too. I remember Donna use to say, “it doesn’t matter what
you tell them…as long as it works.”
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Your Tickets to Success
The brain of a person living with
Fetal Alcohol is like that light bulb
in your house with a short in it.
Sometimes it works perfectly and
shines all day, other days it flickers on
and off. Then there are those days
when no matter what you do, the
light is not coming on. Realizing this
will allow you to react with
appropriate interventions and save
you a boat load of stress.

Instead, I want to give you a framework of intervention. Once you understand what appropriate
interventions are, you can come up with a million
strategies on your own. This is my favourite part
about working with this population. So, enough of
this, let’s get to ‘What Works’ so you can come up
with some amazing strategies on your OWN!!!

Environment Works
“If the work is not about the environment it’s not
going to work” -Donna Debolt
We are never going to be able to change people
living with Fetal Alcohol because we know now
that their brain damage is irreversible. However,
what we also know is that by changing their environment to accommodate their difficulties will deWhat Works
crease the challenging behaviours.
It took me a long time to figure out what I was go- I can’t begin to tell you how much of a difference
ing to say here. My goal for this guide is to give this will really make. If one of my guys is in a
you some insight about what I have learned and foul mood, I always consider their environment
experienced as a primary caregiver to someone first when trying to rule out what might be their
living with Fetal Alcohol. I’m not going to sit here problem. Are the lights too bright? Is the music on
and give you specific strategies because your go- too loud? Are their too many people in the room?
ing to read them and probably tell me they won’t What does the room smell like? This applies to all
work. Why? Because you know your loved one the environments - not just your home.
best and no two people living with Fetal Alcohol For example, one young man I know was so super
nervous in social situations, it often stopped him
are the same. NONE.
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from leaving the house. But, one afternoon I
needed to go to the mall to get something really
important. I knew though that if I tried to bring
this young man in during the busy hours, it would
have been a nightmare. So, I didn’t even consider
it because the goal is not to change him, it’s to
change the environment. I waited until off peak
hours to go. Less busy = Less behaviours.
One of my secret weapons for environmental warfare is preparing the environment in my car. If I
know my guy is going to be anxious about going
somewhere, I knew at least I could make the car
super comfortable for him. I always would take
note of the temperature, the music and my speed.
One of my guys would always get irritated while
we were driving on the highway. I couldn’t figure
out why and he wasn’t able to tell me so he would
just get madder and madder until I thought that I
had better pull of the highway. Once I did that and
started to drive down the regular road his behaviour did a 180. So I just kept going and took the
long way. Less attitude + driving down a country
road = success. A few days later I was going on
the same highway with a friend when he said to
me, ‘Man, what were these guys thinking when
they built this new highway?’
‘What do you mean?’ I asked.
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He then went on to explain to me that they used person with physical impairments to be able to
different material in the concrete and there were function to maximum potential in life.”
small grooves in the road which makes small vi- So, people with Fetal Alcohol need someone to be
brations. Eureka! This is what was on his nerves. their external brain so they can have support when
Now I knew why my man was getting so upset in making important choices and decisions. Because
the car. It also made me take into consideration of their poor impulse control and lack of judgthat there may be things at home that were annoy- ment, if left on their own, they are likely to make
ing him too. Sure enough! My washing machine poor
choices and we don’t want to
would vibrate and make him upset as well.
set them up for failure.
So, I made sure I fixed that up quick and
The External Brain should
presto - less behaviours.
have different eleWhen we change the environments - teachers docSANITY SAVER
ment to accommodate their distors, friends, mentors,
People
living
with
Fetal
Alcohol
ability, wonders can happen.
even the
will tell you how frustrated they
bus driver.
External Brain Works
are. They may not say what's
Anyone who the
In your travels on the internet I am
wrong, but oh boy, they sure will
person with
sure you have been introduced to the
show you through behaviours.
FASD is comterm external brain. If not - the
fortable to ask for help
best way to describe it has been done by, Terfrom and will agree to
resa Kellerman in her article, External Brain.
help them work
She writes, “The person who has impaired
through a situavision is given a seeing eye dog. The person
tion is part of their External Brain. Folks with
with impaired hearing is given an interpreter or a FASD will need an External Brain to help them
hearing aid. The person who has cerebral palsy or through various day to day tasks – waking up, getmuscular dystrophy is given braces or a wheelting to appointments, budgeting, hygiene, social
chair. These external devices are necessary for the situations, etc.
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Enabling Works
It’s not enabling - it’s accommodating and more
importantly, it works. That’s why I talked earlier
about picking your battles. It may look to other
people like you are just giving into what they
want, but you are not, you are giving them what
they need. Seriously. They need that much support. Accommodating their requests will help you
avoid many, many battles, which in turn gives you
the peace and quiet you are looking for.
Supervision Works
If you leave someone living with Fetal Alcohol unsupervised, you are setting yourself and them up
for disaster. I can’t tell you how many times a crisis could have been avoided if someone was just
watching. This happens because we expect people
who reach a certain age to be able to behave independently or behave in a certain way. However,
now that we know that impulsiveness is a direct
result of their brain damage, it only makes sense
that the more we are available to watch them or
supervise them, the less chance they will do something silly or worse, something that gets them in
some serious trouble.
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Persons with FASD can see things in
others (concrete) but they cannot see it
in themselves (abstract).
- Donna Debolt

do it two more times. If I wasn’t there to supervise
he would have been expelled from school for sure,
instead I was able to intervene and avoid expulsion. I redirected him to another activity that didn’t cause him to be expelled and kept him under
the radar.
It’s also important to know just how much supervision they really need. That’s why you are the expert on your child. Don’t set them up for failure by
giving them unsupervised time that they aren’t
able to handle. Because we often do that and then
get upset at them for doing something wrong.

Normalizing Works
Ok. Donna Debolt taught me this and it’s helped
me in many situations. We have to remember that
I was once brought into a high school to be a
people living with Fetal Alcohol just want to be
Teacher’s Assistant for a young man with FAS. He normal. So what happens is, in our attempts to
had an IQ in the 99th percentile for his age group accommodate them, sometimes we can embarrass
and he was excellent with computers (which his
them. They don’t want people to look at them like
peers also knew). One time, his peers bugged him they are freaks, so I try and make every deficit
to hack into the school server and shut their net- they have or any accommodation I have to make,
work down. Well, because of his impulsiveness, ‘no biggie’.
his vulnerability and not being able to recognize
consequences, he did it and almost got expelled. My foster guy would sometimes make a fuss about
You think he would have leaned his lesson? No
taking medication. He would say it was stupid and
way. During my three months with him, he tried to that he didn’t know why he had to take it. Not al-
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ways, but sometimes it would even turn into a full
blown meltdown. So, after learning about normalizing his challenges, the next time I had to ask him
to take his medication, I set an alarm on my phone
to ring while we were playing video games. When
it went off, I asked him to pause the game and explained to him that I had to take my ‘meds’ to help
with my focus and memory or I would never be
able to play videogames. I ended by saying, ‘no
big deal’. Then I told him I would grab his ‘meds’
while I was up and then we could keep playing
since it was so much fun. And, to my pleasure, he
didn’t fight me on it.
We rarely had an issue with him taking meds anymore because I was able to normalize it.
Before when I would try strategies like that and
told him it was for “him”, he would lose his stuff!
Once I starting sharing my own challenges with
him and being open about them, he didn’t feel like
his deficits were such a big deal. So, when he
couldn’t find something or if he forgot something
instead of him getting frustrated, we started to
learn to laugh it off.
Normalize as many situations as you can and you
will see that they will become less defensive and
feel better about acknowledging their weaknesses.
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Bribery Works
Don’t feel bad about it, make it your friend. As the
caregiver, you know what motivates your guys.
Most of my guys were motivated by money so a
bribe that involved a sweet dollar amount to clean
their room worked for them and me. But, don’t
expect for them to always finish the job. But, at
least if I paid them a little bit of money, they
would start the task.

Competence = Compliance
- Social Worker

Habits Work
Habits are formed from doing the same thing again
and again and again until we are able to do the
task without thinking about it. People living with
Fetal Alcohol can learn habits, which is a good
thing because it allows them to do things with out
thinking about it. But, be mindful that a person
with FASD will likely take way longer to form the
habit and you may have to remind them again and
again even once the habit has been formed. But,
when they do remember their habit , it will provide
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them with a great sense of independence. You’re Harm Reduction Works
Tara Says: I think this is one of the toughest connot going to teach them a lesson, but you can
cepts to grasp when working and living with these
teach them a habit.
folks. Using harm reduction techniques or strateStructure Works
gies is very simple - it’s all about reducing the
Nathan Ory, a registered Psychologist does a lot of harm. So basically, you are trying to achieve the
great work in the area of Fetal Alcohol and says in best outcome of a bad situation. But, as we know
his article, The Meaning of and the Use of Struc- these folks get themselves into some pretty preture, “In behavioural support, structure means do- carious situations, which means we have to come
ing the same thing, in the same order, in the same up with some very interesting harm reduction
manner (with the same cues and prompts) and
strategies. This is where I would always get stuck.
with the same expectations. These are the ‘rules’”. Let me give you an example. When we were priSo, while working with folks with FASD, I treat eve- mary caregivers, the young man we lived with was
ryday like the movie, Groundhog Day with Bill
a regular marijuana smoker. So, we were often left
Murray. In this movie, the same thing happens
with a major dilemma. If we don’t support him in
every day.
obtaining marijuana or helping him make the procNathan Ory makes another good point when in the ess as safe as possible, there is a very good
same article he says, “structure of this sort
chance that he could get himself in serious trouble
‘anchors’ a person. Making routines and expecta- because he would ask anyone for the substance or
tions predictable, stabilizes life. It is like a sea an- go anywhere to get it. He could never anticipate
chor in rough weather that stabilizes a boar and that he was putting himself in a dangerous situaprevents it from being blown totally over.”
tion or what the outcome could be. And then there
Because people living with Fetal Alcohol can not would be the ongoing and exhausting behaviours
see what’s coming next, giving them structure pro- that would develop when he wasn’t able to obtain
vides predictability for them so they don’t have to the marijuana. It felt as though we were damned if
think about what’s going to happen next, which
we do and damned if we don’t. I also had a really
will make them feel more competent.
tough time with this particular situation since I am
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a professional who
with these folks is to keep them safe and alive.
works in the field but
Now, I am not saying to drive your kids to places to
also a caregiver of
buy marijuana, this is just something that
someone
we had to do. Because in the big picture,
with FASD.
what’s worse? Him walking the streets of a
SANITY SAVER
So, what helped
large city in the GTA asking ranThe best outcomes for people with
me to betdom people for pot or him smoking
Fetal Alcohol come from making
ter unpot in our backyard where he was safe and
sure they can. Sometimes that
derstand what
out of trouble?
means doing with or for them.
to do and how
- Donna Debolt
to effectively
Individualized Behaviour Plans Work
apply harm reducAlthough there are many similarities among
tion techniques was to
the spectrum of FASD, each person is very
remind myself that
unique. What strategies work for some
these folks are going
kids, won’t for others. So, if you are raising more
to make poor choices again and again. So, why
wouldn’t I want to help him stay out of trouble and than one person with FASD or know more than one
to stay safe? Because I knew he was going to go person with FASD, know that they will not be the
looking for marijuana anyway, we began driving same, there WILL be variations from person to perClayton to the places he wanted to go. We made son. You will have higher expectations for some
obtaining the substance easier and safer for him. folks then youdo for others. I realize this is a balThis way, he was happy and content he had what ancing act, but it’s the truth.
he wanted and we knew that he was coming home
safe. I know what you might be thinking, trust me. What DOESN’T Work
Jeff and I would debate and debate about the
If you are reading this survival guide there is no
moral dilemma we were faced with, but at the end doubt in my mind you know exactly ‘What DOESN’T
of the day, let’s remind ourselves that the end goal Work’ - the problem is we continue to use these
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methods because of everyone’s lack of understanding about this disability. Henry Ford said the
definition of insanity is, “doing the same thing
over and over again and expecting a different result.”
‘What DOESN’T Work’ is very subjective because
some thing’s work sometimes, but for the most
part the following strategies don’t work most of
the time.
Time Outs Don’t Work
Time outs don’t work if you are using them as a
form of punishment. We use time outs because
we want our guys to go and think about what
they did, we want them to sit quiet and reflect
on their behaviour. People living with Fetal Alcohol have a bad memory remember, so they
may even forget what they are being sent to
time out for - even before they get up the
stairs!
When I was a boy and I had a time out, my
mom would come in the room and ask me “if I
had thought about what I had done?” Being
able to do that requires insight, which we
know people living with Fetal Alcohol don’t
have. So, that’s why time outs just don’t work.
They may say that they understand and that
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they won’t do it next time, but believe me when
I say they are definitely sorry for doing whatever they did, but it probably will happen again.
Not because they want to, but because they
can’t help it.
Having said that, if you use a timeout to help
them calm down or because they are overwhelmed, that’s a different story. But, please
don’t expect them to come up with the internal
realization that they have done something
“bad”. If you use a time out as an opportunity
to calm down and relax, that’s good. Really
good. It also gives you a chance to cool off as
well. Just like a coach would use a ‘time out’
during a sports game – you are providing your
child with an opportunity to regroup and refocus
and not to punish.
What will eventually happen is they will start to
build the habit of going to their room or a place
where they can relax and be calm. They will
start doing this automatically which is really
good. They might need reminders from time to
time, but they can build this habit. It also
wouldn’t hurt to remind them that they are not
in trouble - they are just taking the opportunity
to regain their composure.
Natural Consequences Don’t Work
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What IS a natural consequence? A natural consequence “occurs when parents do not intervene in a situation but allow the situation to
teach the child. The technique is based on the
adage: ‘Every generation must learn that the
stove is hot.’”
So, if what we know about Fetal Alcohol is that
these folks have a hard time putting on the
breaks, have a difficult time with judgement
and can’t see what’s going to happen next,
there is a really good chance that these same
folks will continue to get burned by the stove
again and again - unless they have guidance
and support. And, even if they learn that the
stove is hot at home that doesn’t mean they
will know that the stove is hot at Grandma’s
house.

Jeff Noble

them and say that they have to learn responsibility. Why? Because we know that people living with Fetal Alcohol don’t understand what
ownership is, because ownership is abstract.
We would put the focus on teaching them ownership rather then punishing them because they
will not learn from punishment and they will
only feel worse about the whole scenario, which
in turn leads to secondary disabilities. They
probably already feel like crap from disappointing you, why would we want them to feel worse
about something they really CAN’T control?

Holding them Responsible for Behaviour
they CAN’T Control DOESN’T Work
Need I say more? The goal is to make sure you
know what areas of their functioning they have
difficulties with. For instance, as I mentioned
earlier these folks have a difficult time understanding abstract concepts, ie. money, social
cues, time, laws etc. Things that they can’t see.
So, if they steal something, you wouldn’t punish
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Logical Consequences DON’T Work
In an article I read about parenting, it said,
“logical consequences teach children to accept
responsibility for their mistakes and misbehaviour.” People living with Fetal Alcohol have a
difficult time understanding logical consequences because they don’t really understand
‘cause and effect’. Because of this, they often
don’t even know that they did something wrong.
We have to make sure they don’t suffer consequences that they can’t recover from.

old about doing or not doing the dishes? Or
how about getting a job? Probably not. Please
remember that it’s stage not age.
Taking Away Privileges DOESN’T Work
The purpose of this strategy is to take away
things that they enjoy in hopes that they don’t
repeat the same behaviour in the future. Well,
this is just silly because we end up taking
things away that they like to do or play with,
which are the same things that give us peace
and quiet as caregivers.
The goal is to make sure that we recognize that
they have a brain based disability. The focus
shouldn’t be on punishing the behaviours, but

Jeff Noble

preventing them instead.
Tough Love Doesn’t Work
This is not going to work. In fact, we might unknowingly be causing the folks that we live and
work with to feel worse then they already do.
When using a strategy such as tough love, we are
assuming that those with FASD will be able to control their behaviours if the stakes are high enough.
But, please remember, they don’t. This is why they
face homelessness, eviction, bankruptcy, etc.
These folks have impaired judgement and do not
realize that they are making such risky decisions
and choices and therefore they have no clue what
the consequences are or outcome will be.

Lectures DON’T Work
AKA ‘trying to talk some sense into them’.
Again, the purpose of a good lecture is to get
the other party to realize what they have done,
and as the ‘lecturer’, you might share a
story or two about how you messed up
Thank you so much!
and you just don’t want them to end up
I really appreciate the fact that you took the time to read this. I can’t thank you enough for
like you did. Even if you’re lecturing for
your continued support of FASDFOREVER.com and everything I do. If you liked the e-book I
good reasons, the outcome will be the
would love to hear what you think about it. Shoot me an email at Jeff@fasdforever.com. I
same. We have to talk less and listen
more. This is also a great place to remind read each and every single comment and email, so don’t be afraid to say, Hi! Lastly, if you
haven’t already, you can follow me on Twitter @JeffJNoble, and join in on the conversations
you that these folks are often referred to
as, dysmature and they may function
going on right now on my Facebook Fan Page, www.facebook.com/fetalalcoholforever.com
half of their chronological age. So, ask
Thanks again, and I wish you nothing less than sanity!
yourself would you lecture a seven year
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